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Foreword

Computers, with time, are continuing to have a
significant impact on our lives. This impact is becoming
evident in the field of education, especially in the areas of
instruction and administration. Concomitant with the above
trends there is a growing need fo to have access to
releirant information on the possible se ces computers can
render in education.

The Department of Education is ple d to make
available this publication. Its intent is to provide to hersAd
administrators with information about potential s of
computers.

I am,. therefore, pleased to recommend this report to all
who may wish" to leini more about computers and their
services.

At this time I would like to acknowledge with
appreciation the efforts of all those who participated in its
preparation.

The Honourable Ben Hanuachak,
Minister of Education.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF.
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THIS DOCUMENT HAS SEEN REPRO.
OUCEO EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROMTHE PERSON OR

ORGANIZATION ORIGIN..ATING IT.POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS.STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENt orFicI4L NATIONAL. INSTITUTE OFEDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY,
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In trOduction

Too often people think of computers as 'giant brains' capable of
unlimited, awe-inspiring feats. Although it is true that the computer can
perform computations incredibly quickly, it would be an idle, useless piece
of machinery if there were no one to tell it what to do. The computer is, in
fact, a `high-speed idiot'. It cannot think. It must be told exactly what to.do
in a.precise, step-by-step sequence of instructions formulated_by a human
being. The value of the computer lies in its tremendous speed and unfailing
accuracy. Whereas human beings tend to becdme careless in performing
tedious, repetitive tasks, a computer can perform its assigned tasks 24 hours
a day, 7'days a week with no loss of 'efficiency.

The computer has extended our capacity to 'do intelligent work,
enabling us to solve problems more quickly, with less drudgery, and with
greater accuracy. The result is a much-improved ability to discover, create,
build, solve and think that will affect how we study, work, and 'live our
everydailives.

Today computers play a key role in science, government and industry.
Many. banks use computers to speed the handling of cheques and
automatically maintain 'bank accounts. Every major airline uses a
computerized reservation system to maintain up-to-date 'information on all
its flights and allow passengers to reserve seats within seconds by telephone.
Man could ifot have landed on the moon without the computer's help to
guide his spacecraft. In Toronto a computer controls nearly all the city's
traffic lights to keep traffic flowing, smoothly. The Federal Government is
the largest user of computers in the country. Everyone is aware of at least
one of its computer applications the automatic processing of income tax
returns. These are just' a few of the ways computers are being used today.
New computer applications are being developed daily and computers are fast
becoming indispensible. There are at present over 4,000 computers oin
Canada. This number is expected to reach 20p0 by 1980 with a total
investment in coniputer systems of 12illion dollars. 1

Computers have been. with us for only .a very short time about 25
years ..yet they have already had a profound effect on our lives. Probably
no single -machine has had as much, influence on us, yet is more
misunderstood, than the computer. Why is this. so? Why do so many myths
and misconceptions about computers prevail among the general public?

Probably the most widely held misconception about, the computer ig
that it can think that it has a mind of its own. The computer is only able

o to do complex computations and make simple decisions. Itet it could do
neither of these if some person had not given it explicit instructions to cover
any situation that might arise. Thus the computer is no more effective than
the .person telling it what to do.

Are computers dehumanizing? Are we being reduced to mere numbers
for the convenience of the 'computer? Too often computers have been used

8
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if an unfeeling way, increasing our frustration =crow suspicion of them.
This need not be,. With a minimum of extra effort the computer can be made
to communicath with pe'ople in a more 'human' way.

Are computers ,puiting people out of work? Although fewer people will
be needed for rontine tasks which are better done by computer,,many new
computer-related jobs have emerged. Extensive retrain' will be required for
people to take.adVantage of these opportunities.

Is the computer a threat to our freedom? With the -adverit of large
-computerized data banks, is vital information Concerning our lives an open
book to any person with access to these computer files?. Even now,
employers, banks, and government officials have access to personal
information on us. This informatioq may influenCe our credit rating or,
jeopardize our chances to get a particular job. Unless very strict rules are
enforced as to who may access computer files, these fears may actually
become a reality.

In this report we shall attempt to answer some of the questions the
layman might ask about the computer' and its role in education. What is a
computer? What can it do? %Wig 'can't it do? How does it work? How can it
help: the administrator? the teacher? the'student? We will try to answer these
questions in clear, .non-technical lariguage'witra minimum of jargon and a
maximum of examples. . /

4
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Part I

/How Coinputers Work

What is a Computer?

4

A computer is essentially any device for procesling information. . In this
report we shall only consider the electronic stored program computer. The

:,,operations of this type of computer are carried out electronically rather than
Mechanically: This computer also has the ability to store and retrieve
informiltiod. It stores not only the data upon which it is to operate but also
the Set of instructions that it must follow to solve the problem: Whereas a
calculating. 'machine must be given new instructions at .each step in -`a
problem, an electionic computer Performs each step iutoMatically under the
coutro). of Its stored 'program?:

". Two terms are frequently encountered in any discussion of computers.
One of these is hardware. It refers to the physical equipment and electronic
circuitry that nialre up a computer. The otheroterm is software which refers
to the programs within the computer that make it operate effectively. These
are the. instructions written by human beings that tell the computer what to
do. To Understand computers we must have some 'knowledge of both
hardware and software: Let us look at hardware first.

Five components of a Computer

Every computer system " from the desk-top minicomputer to the large
research model occupying an, entire floor of a building has five'basic

. functional comporknts. They are:

1. Input
2. Output
3. Arithmetic/Logic
4. Storage
5. Control. .

They represent the five logically distinct tasks to be performed in a
computer system, but a great variety of physicalquipment could be chosen
to accomplish each one.

The heait & a computer syste?n is the Central Processing Unit, or CPU
as it is usually called. It consists of three sections: storage, arithmetic/logic,
and control: The'storage unit ('memory') is the- place where the data and
programs are stored. The arithmetic/logic unit performa addition,
subtraction, multiplircation, division, and also logical operatio s such as
comparisons. The control unit co-ordinates the activities of the thei four
units, and causes the instructions that make up et program to be exe uted.

0,
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The computer first needs to 'read the prograins andIdata with which

it will be working. This".is accomplished by the input unit: When the results
have been obtained they must be 'written out' by the output iinit in a form
which human beings can Understand.

The relationship between these five components is illUstrated, bYethe.
following diagram:

INPUT
UNIT

rr k
°

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

'ARITHMETIC UNIT

CONTROL UNIT

STORAGE UNIT.
- .

We will now discus.each unit in more detail.

4Input

OUTPUT
'UNIT

. _
Perhaps the most. common form of input to a computer system is they

punched card, The card is divided into 0 vertical columns eacli of which i's
used to 'repieselit a single character. Within each, cOlumn. there are 12
positions where -hOles can be punched in a coding structure ' known as
Hollerith coding, after its inventor who first used it for the United States
Census of 1890. '

When all the information- has been PUnched into cards by the use of a
keypunch machine, the complete card deck is loaded into a we! reader. The

.- card reader can sense'the 'position of the holes in each card electronically and
Send the resulting pulses to the Central Processing Unit (CPU). A typical card
reader can process 500 cards per minute.

Another device operating on the same principle is the paper tape-readei;.
Information can be codedis a series of holes ona continuous paper tape and
sensed in th'e same way,as the holes on punched cards.

Both of these devices operate very slowly compared to the speed at
Which the CPU can accept information. A more efficient input device is the ,
magnetic-tape drive: Data can be recorded onAiagnetic tape the form of
coded magnetized spots,. The spots cad 6e packed very closely on the tape
usually 800 characters per inch.for a total of 20 million characters on 'aereelof tape.

All of the above input methods 'have' a serious drawback. Using a
machine with a typewriter-like 'keyboard; d typist transforms the-
information in the source document into holes,in cards or paper tape, or tospots on magnetic tope. This operatiori of . data preparation is,
ame-consuming and prpne to error. r

1-1
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What we need are method of communication which are 'convenient to
men, rather than to the computer. Surely the functicin of the computer is to
cause. less worlc for man, rather than more One input divice providing the
desired flexibility is the typewriter ,teiminal. it consists of a keyhdard very,
similar, to an ordinary electric typewriter plus the electronic circuitry, to
convert each keystroke into signals to the CPU. The user types his
instructions and data.'and the computer prints its reply on the same sheet of '
paper.; We will have more to 'sayi.later in this report aboul the potential of .

,,,,,..

this terminal for instruction. ,/ '-' .3- .:
0

There are also several types of input devices capable, of sensing marks - , '
made directly on cards or paper. A card reader can be modified to sense
pencil marks, instead of holes, on specially designed Okl? (Optical Afgek.
Reader) cards.These card de particularly advantageOus for student use
since- they eliminate the need, for a keypuncii.''There are ocher devices
frequently used for test scoling, which can read and process entire pages of
pencil marks Banks 'make widespread use of devices that read charabters
written in magnetic ink,. such as on personal ,cheques. Finally, readers are
available which process typewritten-,or even -hand-written docuinents. The
charactejs must be in predesignated areas and carefUlly formed. This form of
direct character recognition is still a coMplex and expensive farm of input .

.

Output
The' reports and data geneiated. by the CPU are most commonly

conveyed to the user` by a line printer. High speed printers are capable of
'printing up to 2,000 lines per.rhinute on a continuous paper form. $pecial
fonts such as paycheques or, invoices can be used if desired. If the output is
to be used later as input for another program, it can be punched into cards
by a card punch, or written onto magnetic tape by the same niagnetic tape
unit discussed earlier. y

A plotter can be operated under computer control to produce charts,
graphi, and draviing& The computer can use..an audio response unit to
construct' spoken messages from a small vocabulary °of pre-recorded words
and phrases. For example,' stock market quotations could be produced and
sent out by telephone without human intervention. `.

We have already mentioned that a typewriter-terminal can be used as an
output device. However, it is noisy and rather slow. The Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) is an output device which overcomes these problems. A mu terminal
is similar in appearance to /a television screen and can dbplay character's;
digits, lines, graphs, and so on It also includes a keyboaid7
communicating with the computer., An additional feature, available with
some CRT's is a light pen. It can be used to point to a specific locition on
the iscreen for example, to choose a r,response to a Multiple thoice
question, or even to draw a,graph.,CRT's have the advantages of fast, quiet,
operation and excellent display caPabilities. However, they do not provide a

1
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Storage,

o.

Internal Representation of Information,

The Cential yrocessing Unit. consists essentially compleg 'netI,Vork
of electroiiip circuits. An electronic circuit is a fivo-stated qice (either 'on'or `dirt'), thus,it can represent a,c1%iit in the binary system (base two),While /
our decimal system.,31ses the digits 0 throtfili 0,-, the binary systein uses Onlythe two binary digits,. or "bits' symholizea by 0 'and 1. Successive nunibers:f rom right t6' left represent increasing powers.'Of 2 rather4than powers of10,.Thui .thebinarynumber 1110110 represents no units (2 °.), one two(21) "one four (22X; no eights .(23), one sixteen (24),-one thirty-two (25),
aid 'one sixty-four (36), In detimal this is 118,one hundred' (102), one ten

t.

..Q

(101)and eig,h t. units (10 ). ,
.,..
..-

..7 . .

=.(1. i l(R) 4. (1 irt) +,9 13 = (1z2.6) + (1x2R) + (1x24) + (623)°, , 100 + 10 .. ,+ 8 -' 0+ (1.1E22) + (11E2) + 0.
. = 64 + 32,-C.,16 + 4 +D2

. .

.
,,,,,I: . . , - -: =4118 ,

, .4;`t": 0.:4,,Arit.hmetic operations are in principle no different ih pither system, as
in the f011owing exaropleof addition: 7 ' . ..

,
,..

0 118 1110110
25 . 1100i

143 . . 10001111.
:

This notation is very ,conveniently represented-by electronic circuitry
z and so is used., by most comptiter manufacturers to store and manipulate

arithmetie quantities inside the Central,processingilnit. Compute e are alsoable.to represent non-numeric information 'in -terms of bits. T ere are 'anumber of 'Coding schemes which can reptesent the letters of the alphabet,
special syMbbls duck as ,$ and +, and the cliaracters 0 'through 9.. .Eachcharacter is assigned, a-,unique combination 'of bits, and this coded
inforinition can *handled easily by the CPU.

' The ability Xo stbre, mid" 'retrieve information. is what 'makes the
o Computer Something. more than an ultra-fast calculating machine. Mostcomputer applications do not involve comPieg scieritific calculations

(`rikimber crunching') but ratber the piocessing of large quantities of
non-numeric in.formatiOn. Recent technological advances such as lasers,
4su- perconduCtivit-Y, and micro,miniaturization of electronic circuits promise
confirming increases in the speeeana. capacity of the coniptiter's storage
devices, ,

The instructions and. data currenktly in use must be stored and retrieved
very "rapidly by the CKT. The typq of storage usecrfor this is called ma*storage and 'operates at very high speeds. The access time required to find'any specified Piece of information is 'measured' in microseconds, (one
microsecond one millionth of a second} or even in nanoseconds, (one
nanosecond.= one, thousandth of a microsecofid Compnter systemsrequire

C.



far ,more storage than main storage can provide, however, so there are also
aux iary 'storage devices.. A. Lary storage devices' can hold much more,,"
info ation but access times ar much slower, ranging from a millisecond
(one ousandth of a second) to several minutes. 4

Main S rage , 2 ' . 0

the information held in:main storage is encoded into combinations' -

of .0 and 1 bits. Most computers use core storage to,represent the bits. Large
- numbers of tiny doughnut- shaped cores made of, magnetic . material are

strung on a grid of fine wires. The magnetism in each core can be in one of
two. 0 Oates., and the wires are used to detect or change that state. Cores are
grouped into words containing from 12 to 80 bits, depending on- the
computer model, and each . word can be manipulated' as a unit. Compnter
memories iange in size from a few thousand to several million words, and

2 .constitute major proportion of the computer's cost:
L., The . portant characteristic_ of main storage is that each word. is

`addressable that is, a unique numeric address is associated with each The
instruction-6 the computer: refer to specific locations by number and

c enable us`to ad the information stored there any number of times without '
altering it. Ho ever, when we write information at a location the old value -
stored there is lost. For this reason the word 'memory', although frequently
used, is inappr priate for describing the storage unit of a computer since
only the most recent information is retained. This is another unfortunate
anthropomorphic term, along with 'read', 'write', 'electronic brain', 'which
causes people to erroneously ascribe human capabilities to an -inanimate
machine. , ,

Auxiliary Storage

The magnetic tape drive, which was previously described, can also be
used as an auxiliary storage device. Information is organize&sequentially On 'I
the tape in groups o related data called records:For examPle a record could
consist of all the inf rmation about one student. To find a particular record
on the tape requires at all records must pass the read/write head until the
correct one is reache . This may take several minutes. Most business and
administrative applica ons such as payrolls process the data in a fixed order,
so this sequential access. is convenient. In many other -applications we want
the capability to seek ,out a record directly without reading any others,fi rst.
This is called random Or direct access. Two direct access storage devices-jn,-,

° common use are the magnetic disk and magnetic drum: ..:.

A inagn tic disk pack consists of 6. or more disks coated with magnetic' A
material an looks somewhat like a stack of--phonograph .records.

I- Inforniation stored as magnetized spots arranged in concentric tracks on..
the surfaces the disks. Each surface lips its own read/write head on a
Moveable arm. disk drive keeps the disk pack in constant rotation at a
speed of about 15 revolutions per minute. Information anywhere on the
disk pack can be accessed within milliseconds by moving the read/write head
to the correct track and waitlng for the data to spin by. j'

The magnetic drum ()Orates on similar 'principles but at even higher ,

speeds. Information is stored in parallel tracks on the surface of a cylinder
coated with magnetic material. As, the drum spins it passes beneath fixed
read/write heads. The amount of information on the drnm is fairly small but
it can be stored or retrieved very quickly. ...: .,

14
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In: deciding which auxiliary storage devisee to use we must reach a
compromise among three factors cost, speed of access, and storage
capacity; As in alt things, you get what you pay fer, so that the faster access
speed you demand, the less capacity the device will have and the more it is
going to cost. A uedium or large-scale computer will usually have multiple
tape, disk, and units while small systems will usually have only onetype of auxiliary e.

Control Unit
The ...co*OI unit must supervise and co-ordinate the operation of the

, other tour units of the computer. It directs the input unit to accept
information turd' move it to the storage unit; it directs theceutput unit to
fetch, information''frOm storage and "display it on any requested' output
device. Under the direction of the control unit, the arithmetic/logic unit
copies 'numbers from main storage, performs arithmetic operations on them,
and stores the results for later use.

The sequence of instructions Whitt' the computer must follow to
performa specified task or to solve a problem is known as a program and is
drawn up by a computer programmer. The instructions a computer can
recognize directly make up its machine language. Each type of machine has a
unique language, .

The instructions making up a program are, first loaded into main
storage, NO the control unit is given the location of the first instruction. The

-. control unit then fetches each instruction from storage, decodes it and
causes it tb,.be executed by issuing appropriate commands to the other four
units. Ordinarily the instructions . are -executed in sequence but some
instructions cause a branch or transfer to another location inithe program.
This permits subsets of the instructions to be coded once and then repeated
as many times as necessary.

( Arithmetic/Logic Unit ,.
.

.

Every computer has a set
,

of machine janguage instructions which can
be executed by the circuitry .in the arithmetic/logic unit. These pre-wired
instructions include ,simple arithmetic operations on numberse moving
-information' to and from the storage unit, and comparing or testing two
quantities. Each Operation takes a few microseconds or less -- thus a typical
computer can perform one million operations per second. The number of ,

builkin instructions ranges from a dozen.; to 200 or more.depending upon the
design of the machine.. The computer is only able to tackle a problem whose
solution can be reached by, a series of these basic operations.

Computer Languiges
,

In order to communicate with a Computer, man must write- his
instructions in alanguage .s> the computer can understand. Many such
languages have been developcd;each with its'own grammar,punctuation and,

. vdcabulary. However, the only. type of program the computer can execute
directly is one written in its machine language. Progianisawritten in any other
language must be concreted into equivalent machine language instructions by
a program .called a translator.

We will first discuss how programs -are-Written in a machine larcguage
anal then mention some of the widely used'programming languages.



Macliine Language

To illustrate the principles involved let us look at some simple machine
language instructions for a hypothetical computer called SPECTRE.2

Every instruction has two parts an operation code telling which
operation is to be performed, and an operand which specifies a location in
wain storage to be used in the operation.

Operation Code Operand
"fts

co 1 WWW 1.

All arithmetic operations are carried out using a special location in the
arithmetic/logic unit, called the accumulator. We assume our main storage
has 1,000 locations numbered 000 to 999.

We will, consider only six instructions:
(WWW is a number between 000 and 999)

Instraction Neal%
10WWW , Clear the accumulator and copy into it the

contents of storage location WVVW.
11WWW Copy the contents of the accumulator into'"

storage location WWW. .`

20WWW N' -Add the contentSof location WWW to the
accumulator.

30WWW Read a\number from a card and sto it at
locationl/WW.

31WWW: Print the contents of location WWW.
40000 Stop (no 'operand required).

ere is how .,,we would program the SPECTRE computer to read two
num ers.from punched cards, add them together, and print the re

Instruction , Explanation

30187 I Read number and store it at location 187.
30- 88 Read e next number and store it at

teic ion 188.
10 71 C at the accumulator and copy the number

at location 187.
Ada the numbd location 188 to the
accumulator.
Copy the number in the accumulator into
location 189.

31189 Print out the number.at location 189.
40000 Stop,

yOu can see programming in machine language could become tedious
Clerical errors are frequent. since the prOgrammer must

20188
r.

11189



keep track of the addresses where the data is stored (187, 188 and 189 in
our example) and must be completely familiar with the numeric operation
codes.

Assembly Language

People quickly realized that coding a large program such as a payroll
entirely in machine. lariguage is an almost impossible task. For.. that. reason
simple languages called assembly languages were invented to letd4the
computer take over most of the 'bookkeeping'. In an assembly language we
substitute easily remembered letter 'combinations called mnronies for the
numeric operation codes and use symbolic names instead of numeric
addresses. A special typelof translator called an assembler can translate these
symbolic instructions into machine instructions.

In the case of our hypothetical machine language we could use the
followingmnemonic operation codes: =

Mnemonic Numeric
Operation Operation

Code Code Key

CLA . 10 CLear and Add to-the aeon:mil-40r.
STO 11 8TOre the accumulator.
ADD 20 ADD to the accupulator.
INP 30 INPut a number.
OUT 31 OUTput a number.
STP 40 SToP.

We also use Symbolic n i es like A, B, SUM to -refer to storage
locations. Our assembly pro for adding two numbers appears on the18

left, and, the corresponding machine language instructions produced by the
translator program appear on the right, as follows:

Assembly Machine

INP A' 30008
INP 8 30009
CL A 10008
AD 8 20009
STO. SUM 11010
OUT SUM .31010
STP 40000

-

Assembly languages are much simpler to Tead and understandbut they
are still at a tow level of sophistication and are generally' used only by
experienced programmers. Each machine instruction must have its assembly
counterpart on a one-to-one basis, so 'there is no reduction in the number of
instructions to be written. The programmer must still be very familiar with

-8 -.
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the 'detailed functioning of .a particular computer and the entire program
must be re-written for any other make or model. '

These restrictions led to the development of 'high-level' linguages
which are easier to learn and more convenient to use, and are not dependent
on the type of computer.

High-Level Languages

Each high-level language his a well defined set of rules, vocabulary, and
punctuation that must be used in writing programs. To use this language on a
particular computer, we must provide a translator program called a compiler
to translate statements in the high-level language into the machine language
bf that computer.: Compilef . programs are 'usually provided by the
manufacturer as part of the computer software.

There. are two widely used pfdgrarnming languages which together
account for perhaps 80% of all the programs ever written. The rules for these
languages, are well standardized and compilers forithem are available on most
general purpose computers.

The first of these is called FORTRAN. (FORmula TRANslation) and,
was developed to aid scientists and engineers in mathematical cotnputations.
Its arithmetic statements closely resemble algebraic notation.

For example, the formula

xi = b +\/ b2 4ac

2a
becomes

X(1) = (B + SQRT (B**2 4*A*C)) kg * A)
mg * fof multiplication; ** for exponentiation and / for division.

FORTRAN has extensive mathematical and scientific capabilities and is
often the language taught in introductory cOmputk'r courses.

COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language) is the standard
language for commercial and business applications, such as Payroll and
accounting programs. Its statements are written in a subset of English and
convey some meaning even to those not trained'in the language. Consider a
typical statement from a paysoll program: , '

IF HOURSWORKED IS GREATER THAN 40.0 THEN GC) 'TO
OVERTIME-SECTION.

Less 'widely available is a language called PL/1 (Programming Language
One), which combines Some of the better features of FORTRAN and
COBOL. It is the closest thing yet to a 'universal' language since it is-equally
suited to both business and scientific applications. It has some very powerfill
features; for this reason its compiler programs, are extremely complex and
not as frequentli, used

Many other computer languages are in existence, but they are either for
special purposes or else not widely distributed.

18



Running a Program

Wha hapPens when we `run'.a program on a computer?
Th 'omplete progrim is first punched into cards and loaded into the

card reader. A special first caril tells the computer what language is being
used; for example FORTRAN. The computer must load the FORTRAN
compiler program into Main storage and then load the user's source program

The compiler program now takes over and transla es each FORTRAN
- statement into the equivalent machine language stateme ts. As it does so the

compiler also checks for errors in the source program an prints a diagnostic
message for each error so the programmer can correct it. If no errors, are
found this translation phase ends, and the execution p ase can begin. The
compiler' program and source program are no longer needed and only the
machine language program the object program is kept in main storage.
The instructions in the object program are now executed one at a time, and
the cornpUter read in data when requested by the program and prints out
the results. The following diagram shows what happens:

Sourde '
' . Program

Translator
Program

Translation Phase

Data

tIr

Qbject
Program

ExecutiOn
Phase

Results
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Prepaing a Problem for CoMputer Solution

Not all problems are suitable for solution on a computer. We must first
define the problem precisely and decide whether there is a detailed
step-by-step procedure for finding the solution. Such a step7by;step
procedure is known as an algorithm. We must specify each step in complete
detail so that the computer never has any doubt about what to do next.

A large problem may include a number of complicated algorithms, and
it is usually easier' to represent-each algorithm by a diagram called a
flowchart. Flowcharts enable us to visualize the logical decisions involved in
any kind of process. A flowchart makes it ea&ier to spot errors in logic and it
provides a° convenient means 'of communicating the solution to others, -A
flawchait for an everyday task like running a bath is showil on the following
page, Rectangular boxes represent actions, diamond-shaped boxes repr6sent
logical decisions to which the answer is either YES or NO, andthe arrows
show the logical sequence. .

A coMputer can make 'logical decisions' those whose answer is either
YES or NO but only by comparing two numeric values. We must be ab19
to quantify all variables in the program thais, assign numeric values or
else the computer cannotdmaniptdatq them at

°After we are satisfied with our flowchart, the next step is to write a
computer program using whatever programming language is most efficient
and convenient. We must then run the program on the computer using test
data to check that it works correctly in all possible situations The error
checking facilities 'in the compiler will detect errors in the use of the
language but cannot check for logical errors. If the program gives incorrect
answers or if there are certain circumstances we forgot allow for, tlien the

- program, must be revised and rerun until all the 'bugs' are removed. This
procedure is called debugging.

If the program is one we intend tokeep and re-use frequently then we
can document the program. This means we will have to write a set of notes
describing the overall pUlpose. of the program, the details of the algOrithrir\
saMples of inpUt and putput, and complete instructions on the use Of the
program. This information is indispensable if the program is to bemimed ..

'at some later date. 'The, importance of complete documentation especiall
for complex business. applications' cannot be overstressed.

Batch Processing

Most computer centres use' what is known as batch proce Ing.'
Programs to be run are grouped together and submitted to the compu er to
be processed consecutively without intervention by the computer , ator.
The computer automatically controls the transition from trans p
to execution phase for each job,.and then from one job to e n xt. Th
correct compiler is provided automatically by the computer.

Batch processing generally has a card reader for input d a h e printer
for output; it is especially suited to large volumes of input/0u put. However,
the time between hand the cards to be run and finally re eiving the

-1] - /
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RUNNING A BATH
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printed output can he quite long from a few minutes to 24 hours ormdre,
because all the jobs in the same batch must be finishedhefore anyone gets."

any output. Jobs using a lot of computer time may be held back until the
computer is less busy.

These restrictions can be tolerated in a business environment where a
tight schedule is adhered to but can be very frustrating to a poison
developing a new program. Consider a programmer's frustration when lie
waits 24 hotat only to find his program would not work because he left out
a comma somewhere! It can easily take 10 or 20 such runs before his
program works correctly.

Time= Sharing

These drawbacks motivated the developMent of an entirely new way of
.,rising computers time-sharing. A large time-shared computer can serve one

hundred people or more at.the same time, each unawitre that anyone else is
using the computer. Each user has his own terminal usually a typewriter
terminal or a CRT terminal -- which can be located at any distance from the
computer and connected to it by ordinary telephone lines. .

The person seated at a terminal types in a set of instructions; the
,centrarcomputer processei these instructions and types out a response
Within seconds; the user types further instructions or corrections, depending
on what answer he had received, and so- on. The key concept is that this
process is interactive a continuous .dialogue occurs between the user and
the computer. The user can write a prograra at this own speed, run it, and
within seconds, get the solution or error message(s). The inevitable errors can
be corrected as he goes along and an entire program developed during one
session at the terminal.

Time-sharing systems have another 'significant feature. The computer
has a librkiy for storing programs. Each user has a section of his own where
he can save work-in-progress and any progrfms that he has developed. A
large variety of library programs are also kairailable to any user. These
ordinarily include mathematical and statistical prof/4'ms for which the user
only supplies the data,. and a' number of ganigei for recreation or
entertainment. Computekized football games, card games, etc., help remove
some of the fear and unfamiliarity with the computel which can intimidate
the novice computer user.

How.Time-Sharing Works

Time-sharing is made possible by the extremely fast speed of the
Central Processing Unit one million or more, instructions per second.
Suppose a time-sharing system has one hundred users. Then in every second
the CPU could-do several thousand arithmetic operations for: each user and
still have time left over. The CPU switches its attention rapidly from one
user to the next, spending only a few milliseconds with each one. If a
person'swork-has_not been completed during his 'time-slice', the partial
results are saved and then his work-is resumed when it is his turn again. This
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'round -robin method alloivs a large computer to service over 100 users
concurrently yet the time each individual must wait at a terminal for a
response is only a second or 'two. Time-sharing is not restricted to large
6mputers. It can be perforine6 by machines of all sizes down to economical
minicomputers with only a few terminals.

New Languages

Traditional computer languages like FORTRAN and COBOL can be
used on time-sharing systems, but new languages have been invented that
take . better advantage of the Capabilities, interactive systems. These
languages were specifically designed for the non-specialist and are very
simple to learn and use.

Foremost among these is BASIC (Beginner's AU-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code). It was developed at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire

one of the pioneers of time-sharing with the stated aim of encouraging
students. and teachers to use -the computer. The commands are in simple
English and the Ian age is easily learned by anyone willing to devote a few
hours time. Some orm of BASIC is available on virtually all time-sharing'
ystem's. Only a f w -elementary comMands are required to write simple

programs. A num r of special features c n be added on as the user finds
need for them, no mg BASIC as effective us any other,high-level language.,

Another in ractive language which\lhas great ;potential is APL (A
ProOamming.Language). Its very, compact and powerful notation allows one
to write in 2 or 3 lines what mightstake 2 or 3 pages iii another language. It. is

° sufficiently simple that 'elementary and junior/0*h school students in
Edmonton have learned it successfully, yet powerful enough that the
University of Laval has set up a complete computer system with 60 terminals
which use nothing but APL.

icns

-

Remote Coniputing

vances in telecommunidations now permit computer terminals to be
located at any distance from the central compiler. All thakis required for
this remote cpmputing is a telephone. A person can dial the computer's
number and his terminal will be ',connected by ordinary telephone lines 'to
the computer. He will then have all the central computer's processing and
storage facilities available to him. The user can be across the street or even
across the country however, long, distance charges can be prohibitive.
Because business usb of remote computing is growing rapidly,
telecommunications costs are being pushed down. Educational users will
inevitably benefit from this trend. Cable television and eventually satellites
may provide alternative low-cost communications for remote computing.

Time-sharing systems for educational purposes exist in many parts of
the United StateS and Canada. One noteworthy example is the Dartmouth
Time-Sharing System (DTSS)3 centred at Dartmouth College, a small liberal
arts college in New Hampshire. Dartmouth set out in 1963 to develop a
time-sharing system with the intention of making the power of the computer
availahlto all students. Today. nearly 90% of all Dartmouth's students knoreit
how to program the computer. They use the BASIC language which was

23
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invented at Dartmouth. The campus has over 150 terminals located in 25
buildings. More than 50 colleges and secondary., schools in or near New
England have terminals and are regular users of the Dartmouth Time-Sharing
System. They stretch from Montreal to Boston and from Maine to New
Jersey.

The computer at Dartmouth is available as a resource in the same way
the library is. A student may sit down at any of the conveniently available
public terminals without asking permission and use it for whatever purpose
he wishes. On a typiCal day, about 2,000 users log into' the system; in a year
nearly 80% of the student body and 70% of the faculty make some use of it.
The computer now pervades the entire curriculum. It is routine to have
computer homework assignments in a wide variety of courses. More than
half the computer's time is used for. course assignments although ther(is
great deal of recreational use The average undergraduate spends about an
hour a week at a compute' terminal. Dartmouth students have lost any fear
or awe of the computer -it has become an everyday part of their lives. They
are well prepared for a/ world in which computers play an increasingly
important role.

- Minicornioute6

A significant trend in the computer industry in the past few years has
been the rise of the minicomputer. Minicomputers now outnumber medium
and large scale computers combined; meanwhile their cost continues to fall.
Generally a minicomputer may consist only of a central processing unit that
sells for $25,000 or less, or a complete system for $100,000 or less. The
CPU for a minicomputer IS about the size of a briefcase, yet it has a set of
instructions and a speed comparing favourably with most computers
available today. Minicomputers do, not have as large memories as the big
computers and they can't handle is many input/output devices. However,
they perform well as a time-shared computer for instructional use

The chief advantage of a minicomputer is its low initial cost. A basic
minicomputer with one interactive terminal only costs about $5,000, and a
system with 16 bite active termin4scan be obtained for approximately ten
times that,amount. Since the minicomputer is not at some remote location it
can be available 24 ours a day, 365 days ayear..No special facilities such as
air-conditioning, rar flooring or special power lines are required. A'
minicomputer is rugg and generally gives no more trouble- than a TV set..
No specially trained op retort are required. The biggest plus lor the user is
the availability of s ple conversational languages such as - BASIC.
Minicomputers are also expandable more storage and more terminals can
easily be added, as the number of users increases. Stridents. can get valuable
`hands-on' experience when the computer is located. in their school.

The minicomputer has two fundamental restrictions. Because of its
generally Small memory the size of the programS that can be written is
limited. However, most student-written programs are quite short and are not
usually affected by thislimitation. Secondly, fewer computer languages are
available. In particular, COBOL is rarely .available, and FORTRAN is slow
and not very convenient to use These are real handicaps but 'an interactive
system is really more suited to the simple conversational languages anyway.

Thousands of schools ittlis,United States and Canada are buying their_
own minicomputer. As prices continue to fall, this becomes an increasingly
attractive way of bringing the computer into the classroom.

-
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Part II

Administrative Use of Computers

Educational sdinioistration is a complex and demanding process which
has as much to gain from computerization as any business organization. The
use of computers in banking, insurance, transportation, manufacturing, and
many other industries is firmly established and even indispensable..Both
education and business have similar procedures such as Payrolls,' financial
accounting, and inventory controlly.4ich are eminently suited to computer
processing. Special educational tasks such as student scheduling cannot' .

borrow directly from busine,ss experience but can still .benefit, from the use
of computer meth . -

Advantages .

What advantages can be 'realized from th use of computers in
educational administration? The chief benefit the great reduction in
routine clerical tasks. Large-scale organizations including school districts
generate and process a great deal of information. T9 do all of this manually
"could keep an array of clerks busy. The operations to:be performed are
usually of a simple step- by-step nature, highly repetitive, and requiring great
precision. These are exactly the characteristics of a good problem for
computer solution. The computer calculates extremely rapidly, has infinite
patience, and when properly programmed will for ye without
error. Its speed 'and accuracy. make it ideal for handling any o ation's
routine clerical tasks. 66

Another advantage is the computer% ability to tackle complex and
painstaking assignments which otherwise could not be attempted.
Administrators can reqdest summaries and reports which would have taken,
month&l,y? manual methods yet which can be provided by the computer
within minutes. By means of the comPuter the school executive can greatly
increase the quality and quantity of theAfOrmation availableto him and at
the same time be more selective in its use.

. Data Processing

In order to achieve its goals any organization must base its decisions
upon information, that is, data The `Taw data' is a'mass of facts and figures
which must be manipulated .according to precise rules of procedure to
produce new, more desirable information. This is known as'data processing
When mechanical or -electro-mechanical equipment is used to reduce Manual
processing to a minimum, we refer to it as automatic data processing. If the .

data is mainly processed by a compute,r we call it electronic data processing
(EDP). EDP is the common. term for the computerized clerical operations
widely used in business and industry. Let us take a closer look at some of
these.



a
An Eiample of EDP

The first thing we need for any computer application is adato file. For
example, in a payroll systera we keep information about each employee such
as his name, address, employee number, rate of pay,' applicable payroll
dedkjctions, and Year-to-date totals for gross pay, income tax, and Canada ,

Pensitin This information constitutes a record and the collection of
records for all employees forms +a data file. This material changes relatively
infrequently so we call it the master file.

To -calculate th'e payroll we also need. the time cards, or other such
record of attendance,\for all the em s. This information constitutes a
transaction file: .4 :

moth the master file and' the transaction file are maintained in ascending
order by employee inunber. These two filei are the input to the payroll
program.

When the payroll program is riin, the information on each transaction
record is matched with the correct master record in order to .calculate the
pay for eaili person. This 'algorithm is straightforward but may be rather s.
involved since it must take into account different rates of pay, undertime,
overtime, and many possible deductions. A paycheque and statement of
carning4, is produCed fOr each person..The mister file has to be updated since
year-to-date -totals change. Also the transaction file might have included
instructions to add new employees.' to ;the maker file, delete ,retired
eniploYees, or change the information on a.. particulai. record, such as an
addreh Or pite of 'pay. All these changes must be incorporated into a new
master file. Nrrors or omissions in the transaction file might be detected by
the payroll prOgram.'-- for instance, time cards with an invalid employee
number. In these easel* an error _report must be 'produced. The payroll
program also produces a payroll register nd other summaries for the, use of
management A special annual run c produCe all the T-4 slips. for income
tax purposes.

Every standard EDP .ippli4tion follows similar. Pittern. Transactions -
are accumulate& and then prdeesor at regulOintervals against*the ntasto
file to produce requited summaries and reports, in updated version of the
'Master file, and an error report if necessary. The coniptitergrun blight occur

. daily, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, or even less frequently; Upending on the
requirements of the system. °

The process is shown in the following flowchart, where

represents a data file (usually on magnetic tape), and
represents printed output.
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Personnel System

mewl's, etc.

Other elements of the personnel system besides payroll preparation can
ibenefit from computeiization. The employee data file may be expanded into
a personnel file by including details of employment experience and
qualifications. This data is useful in -determining provincial grants,

.* promotions, teacher placements, etc. 'Another file on retired teacheri is
helpful for pension plan administration.

A major component of the personnel system is the recruitment and
selection of new staff. The computer can keep up -to -bate lists of positions
vacant and details on all applicants. A computerprogram can provide a list
matching audit:int' to the available positions.

In large school systems the provision of substitute teachers can be a
constant administrative problem. The Detroit Board of Education5 makes
creative use of a computer to help its 320 schools place an average of 500
substitute teachers a day-- at a saving of more than $2000 a month over the ,
previous system. The school representative telephones the computer betWeen
6 a.m. and 9 a.m; if a substitute is needed that day. Using a touch-tone
telephone or a dial phone with touch-tone pad attached, he keys in coded
data to indicate his *requirement& The computer searchAs its file of available
substitutes and selects the most appropriate teacher bas'. d upon the subject
to be taught, the teacher's credentials, and his distance from the school. Less
than a seconds later the computer verbally respon& with the 'directory
number of the substitute. The caller then uses this number to look up the
substitute's name and telephone number in a directory located in his school.

27.



An accurate picture of the current financial status can be maintained quid
regular financial reports produced for management's use. Cost analysis is
easier when the computer retains all the financial data. Previoui years'
budget data can easily be tabulated to aid-next yelir's budget planning. Other
computer programs can make projections about future trends, such as pupil
enrolment, or can calculate the 'financial implications of alternative
proposals, such as analyzing the costs of a proposed salary schedule.

Physical' Resources Accounting

Two primary subsystems of physical resources accounting are inventory
control and purchasing. Computers have proved very effective at maintaining
records., for thousands 14 items in inventory and =indicating when to reorder
each item. This tight control helps to minimize the cost of carrying
inventory and to achieve savings through bulk purchasing. The master file
includes inforMation such as item number, description, location, quantity on
band and on order, cost, supplier, and information on issues and receipts.
The inventory control system processes all requisitions and receipts against
this file daily and/So maintains an up to-slate inventory. Other programs
analyze the activity for each item amid optimize the maximum and. minimum,
stock levels.

The purchasing system operates in conjunction with inventory control.
When the re-order point for an item is reached, a report is produced and sent
to the 'furchasing department, or purchase orders could even be issued
automatically, since all the necessary information is on file.,

A school system could also use the computer to maintain facilities
inventory_ This would include a complete listing of the location and
utilization of a school sy,tem's assets classrooms, laboratories, gyms, etc.
This information is essential if existing facilities are to be used to their
maximum potential. .*

Maintenancg and repair projects can also benefit from EDP.' The
Planning, schechifts; and control of these projects can be automated to
provide regular reports on completed and continuing work and on their
costs. This kind of monitoring is' especially useful in managing school
building programs.

-19-
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SDP map, also improve the efficiency of the school 'transportation
system. Computer programs have been develop4 for the routing of school
buses to produce much more efficient routes --requiiing fewer buses' driving
fewer miles and yet providing better service. Thepossible savings for rural
school districts operating large bus systems can be substantial.

The computer applications reviewed above have been in the area of
business adrninistottion and borrow heavily from EDP practices in private
indtistry. Let's look at some applications developed especially 'for school

. administration.

Student Senfices . .
.

,.-.3,

Student Records

Toilay's school systems must maintain extensive data of heir students
.

-- past and present-This information is constantly referred to and updated as
the student prOgresses through the school system. Traditionally,' these
student records have been kept in file folders. This appr ch ioresents major
problems for large school districts, including lack of star space, misfiling,
and clerical time lost searching out information in4the files.

The" computer's ability to store and classify data and prepare repo&
can alleviate most of these problems, The information in the student muter
file can maintained efficiently and effectively using EDP techniques. An
importan
subsystem

plus is that this file can be accessed by other computerized
subsyste such as student scheduling, grade reporting, attendance, etc.
Student Scheduling

The increasing trend toward individualized_ ,p ogram s of study for
secondary school students has made the schedulingo hool activities More
comples. than ever. 'The consolidation of small schools into larger units, the
Increase in course choies, modular scheduling, the need to maximize the use
of facilities all these have made the computer's assistance a virtual
necessity in scheduling classes fOr a large school. o

The first step is to tally the course requestt for all the students. This
will be greatly facilitated if students use course request cards of the OMR
type which require no keypunching. The convuter,ploVides the
administrator with a report of the number of -Students requesting each
subject, so that he can decide ho* many sections are required. A potential
conflict matrix is also produced, listing for each pair of subjects the number
of students requesting both.This indicates the subjects which should not be .

scheduled at the same time. .

The next step is to build a master timetable giving time, place, teacher,
and class size for each course. The master timetable is usuallybuilt up by the
administrator's taking into account special circumstances ea computer
couldn't ,know about. The administrator's task is much easier'with the aid of
the computer-produepil course request listings and conflict matrix. Few
Computer scheduling*stems generate their own master timetable because
the program is very coMplex, generally requiring a large machine to produce
a satisfactory timetable, and the cost is usually prohibitive. However,, the



University of Laval has developed a promising and sophisticated system' .
which produces at reasonable cost a fully optimized schedule for the entire
university.6

The next . step is master scliedule simulation. The computer uses the
tentative master timetable to assign as many students as possible to their
requested classes. Conflidts and unsatisfied requests are printed out, along
with the proposed teacher, student, and . room schedules. The master
timetable can then ,be adjusted by the administrator and a further trial-run
undertaken. This, procedure is repeated a number of times until an
acceptable timetable has been produced for as many students as possible.

Finally the computer prints out the results, including teacher, student,
and room timetables, class lists, and the final nester schedule.

Computerized.student scheduling is a'very successful application of the
computer's . talents to a specialized educational problem. A Student
Scheduling Service like that just described has been offered for a number of
years by the Education Data Processing Branch of the Ontario Ministry of
Education. In 1972 alniost 280 schools in Ontario chose to use it.7

Grade Reporting

The production of pupil report cards requires substantial effort on the
part' of teachers. Much of this work can be automated but not all.
Teachers must prepare accurate information for the computer such as class
mark lists by subject. Using this information a simple program can prepare
indiiidual report cards, honour rolls, failure lists, school marks summaries,
and statistical- analyses. Each school can specify its own layout for any
report and receive as many copies as necessary. Grade reporting is a routine
task for a computer and saves much human time and effort.

Attendance

For various legal and financial reasons our schools are required to
collect and report statistics of students' absences and lateness. EDP
techniques can be used to summarize student attendance data and generate
the necessary reports. The production of detailed statistical analyses is a
relatively ,simple programming task. The computer can even esiiist in the
keeping of daily attendance. The teacher fills in the fates and absences on
special forms with a lead pencil and the computer uses these to keep the
register up to date. The method of recording data mnst be simple to use and
relatively error-free. Otherwise mere Aeacher time would be required than
with the traditional procedures and no true saving would result.

Test Scoring -

Automated test scoring and analysis 'is a well-known application of the
computer in secondary. education. The computer is well-suited to processing
objective-type achievement and ability tests. Answersto the multiple-choice
questions are filled in with a pencil and the answer sheets are read
autotnatically fy a device known as an opticar scanner. The results are
rapidly taliiilated and pertinent statistics such as means, standard deviations,'
and_ correlations are calculated. Automated test scoria` i becomes invaluable
when large numbers of students are involved.
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Library Services

Many school libraries are using computers to help with their operations.
Basically, five such operations carrbe managed by computer: cataloguing,
ordering, reference, circulation, and financial control.

As a new book or other resource item enters a- library which uses
corgputer services, vital information such as call number, author, title,
subjZict heading, publication data, and content description is added to the
library master file. This material may be conveyed to the computer on
punched cards or, more conveniently, by teletype. This information can then
be used to produce catalogue bards as well as spine, pocket, and charge card
labels. The master file can alio be used for inventory and ordering purposes:
If a required title is not found in the master file, the computer can actually
print out a purchase order.

In many school libraries, the computer is being used to manage the
'charge-out' and 'charge-in' of library materials. The master. file can be
queried concerning the availability of a- particular title and, if necessary, the
requeStor put on the waiting list for that book. At any time, the librarian can
consult the master file to determine who has a patticular book, when it was

taken out, when it, is due, how many times it has been reviewed, and who has.,
placed a `hold' on the book. The computer can automatically issue overdue
notices or check if a book is on the reserve list. Once circulation duties are
taken over by the computer, library management statistics may be produced
as a by-product. Sucli information as charge-out totals by user categories,
requests for reserved books, and total circulation figures by subject areas can
be listed. In addition, financial accounting reports can be generated by the
computer.

In some large college and government libraries the entire reference .

system is maintained by computer. Bather than search for a reference in the
card catalogue, the user can call for a display of that reference by the'
computer. If he makes a request by author .or subject, he will receive alr
refelenees in that category. Because this system is quite expensive and
only feasible for very large libraries, it will probably not appear in our public
schools for some years to come.

Management Information Systems

\The computer applications to educational administration,discuSied thup
far operate relatively independently of each other. Each one has its own data
file, resulting in a great deal of wasteful duplication of information between
files. It is very difficult to use information from a number of separate files ,

for the preparation of a report or for evaluation and research purposes for
example, a study relating student grades to the use of library resources. In
addition to automating routine administrative tasks the computer can also be
used to aid senior administrators in planning and policy making. There are
ever-increasing pressures on our school systems to increase services,
Maximize effectiveness, and minimize costs: These pressures emphasize the
need for a management information system to provide adequate, accurate,
and timely information fin educational decision making.
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The characteristic feature of.a management information system is the
use of an integrated data base. This means that the school system maintains
Computerized files for all areas of educational information facilities,
finance, instructional programs, personnel, and students. Cross-references
and linkages are established between all o these' flies. There is minimal
duplication of information between files. Interrelated items can be retrieved
lion' any of the files without a time- consuming search. Careful thought must
be given to, what data should be collected, from whom, how often, how it is
to be recorded, and how it is to be used. There is an ever-present temptation
to record something merely because it is available, rather than for its
usefulness. The Creation of an integrated data base of educational
information is an ideal application of the computer's ability to store and

, retrieve data.
The integrated data base, once established, is used to support all the

inforniation processing activities of the school system. This includes the
regular EDP applications discussed previously -- payroll, accounting,
scheduling, etc. But more importiuitly, information is now available on a
regular basis to assist senior achninistrators to judge the effectiveness of
present. programs and to plarefor the future. Reports can be generited by the
use of a management-by-exception technique where the computer flashes a
warning when it detects a situation beyond pre-set limits. Reports can be
distributed on a 'need-to-know' basis so that middle management, gets the
detailed information it needs while senior officials are freed of administrative
details and get only a broad outline.

Many advanced management techniques can be used with a
management information system because of its inherent flexibility. It can
provide the raw data required by such techniques as PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique), CPM (Critical Path Method), and PPBES
(Planning, Progiamming, Budgeting, Evaluation System). These methods
allow evaluation of alternative courses of action and allocation of scarce
resources to meet specified objectives,

An example of a successful management information system is the
TIES Project sponsored by 30 Minnesota school districts located in the
Minneapolis - St. Paul area. TIES stands for Total Information for
Educational Systems. A total of nearly 230,000 students and 35,000
employees are served by TIES. Participating school districts range in size
from 1,400 students to over 31,000, Administrative, instructional, and
research services are available to the member districts for $6.25 per student
per year.

TIES uses an integrated data base and an on-line telecommunications
network for maintaining it. Each district administrative centre accesses and
maintains its own information, files using a CRT terminal connected by
telephone to the computer centre. Information can be displayed, added or
corrected within five to seven seconds. This information is used by the
regular administrative systems which include a Financial Budget and
Accounting System, and a Payroll PersorMel System. Special reports can be'
generated as easily as routine reports, without extensive redesign or
reprogamming, thanks to the advanced design of the TIES system. 40101'
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Extensive in-service workshops are a key factor in helping school personnel
make use of TIES services.,

TIES also supports the full range of instructional computer uses. Their
instructional network has approximately 200 teletype terminals and 15 card
reader terminals available for use by student's and teacbers..Insome districts
all students are able to write programs in the BASIC language by the end of
the fifth grade. However, students are generally not introduced to the
computer until junior high school. They first use the computer for
simulations and then write their own programs using the simple, English-like
statements of the BASIC language. The computer is most commonly used
for problem solving in subject areas such as science, mathematics and social
studies. Experimental prograins are also underway in computer-assisted add
computer-managed instruction._

TIES represen a dramatic change from current educational practice. it
has proved one of th ost successful uses of the computer in education.

Who Provides Computer Services? ,

There are a number of ways a school division may obtain administrative
computer services.- Thec first way is to either purchase or lease its 'own
computer. Generally there is less problem in replacing leased equipment
should more powerful equipment be desired at a later date. When a school
division operates its own computer' centre it must hire experienced staff to
use the computer to best advantage, The staff of the centre usually, first
implement EDP procedure's such as payroll and accounting, which show an
immediate financial return. Larger centres can provide the whole range of
administrative services, but each service requires careful' planning and it may
take several years before it is fully operational.

A second way of obtaining computer services is from a commercial
service company. Many companies sell specific services such as payroll or
scheduling to school divisions. A division can purchase the services it needs
and can specify deadlines and penalty clauses in the contract. However, the
services available may not truly meet requirements; there is little freedonrto
try new approaches; and a full range of services would be quite expensive.

Another alternative is the regional consortium. A number of school
districts can cooperate to provide low-cost computer services to their
c.members through a single large computer. centre. This brings the cost of
computer services even within the range of small divisions. This approach has
been tried successfully in the United States. One example is the TIES project
which was previously discussed. Another regional consortium is the Region
IV Education Service Centre 9in Houston, Texas which provides computer
services for 700 schools and half-a-million students. One benefit of these
consortia iethat their large multi-purpose computers can provide a. broad
range of instructional services as well as education data processing services. A
regional consortium on this Scale requires 's great deal of time and moneAtb
develop. -

Another approach is to have the provincial. Department of Education
make administrative computer services available to all school districts. This is
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the approach being taken by the Ministry of Education in Ontario through
its Education Data Processing Branch.10 This branch has th,9 computer
resources and experienced staff to develop administrative services and to
offer thdrn to local school boards at cost. If a school board feels it can obtaiii
more cost-effective services elsewhere or wants to use its own computer it is
free to do so. Many local boards link their smaller computer via telephone
lihes to the large EDPB computer in Toronto and use its extra power when
necessary. The provision of computer services to all school boards facilitates
standardization in reporting, and more dffective administration of the
educational system by the Ministry. of Education'

We have said little about the way applicatio programs are developed. A
recent survey " of large American school sy Oh has shown that school
districts with their own computer haye a decide tendenc to use their own
staff to develop administrative computer pr s. Contr et staff are rarely
used and existing application prOgrams from of er locat ns are used only
occasionally. Yet many application programs v 'Mt from one place to
another and are usually available for the asking, Pe haps one reason for this
lack of sharing is that most programs have hot bee written in a way that
permits easy modifications to suit other school dryisions' requirements.
Another is the fact that no clearinghouse exists to asst t in the exchange of
application programs, and so most computer centres co tinue this wasteful
duplication of \effort. No matter who develops the comp ter applications a
key point in their successful utilization is full explanation of the service to
those who will use it and careful training in the procedures to be followed.
Suspicion or misunderstanding can render even the Most \ advanced and
sophisticated computer application ineffective.

I
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Part HI

Educational Use of Computers

Each year, more and more schools throughout Canada and the United
States, are using computers for instructional activities. Considering the cost
involved, why are these machines becoming so piopular? The answer must be
that the computer is producing significant improvements in the learning
process. Let us briefly note some of the reasons why camputers are
becoming widely accepted in education:

1. The computer is an excellent motivational device. Most students
like to work with the computer to have it do work for them
to play gimes with it.

2. Since computers affect many areas of our lives, it is to the
student's advantage to become acquainted with what they can and
cannot do. Studentican learn this by using the computer and by
studying about it in elan.

3. Because the computir can perform complex computations very
quickly, it can help the student with lengthy calculations which
threaten to obscure the learning situation. In fact, the student can
use the computer to help him solve many problems which might
otherwise be too complex to attempt.

6 4. Using-the computer, a student can experiment with a model of a
real situation, studying the outcomes as he varies any of the
controlling factors. This technique, known as simulation, is
especially" used in the subject areas of science, social studies, and
businesi.

5. The computer can assist in the instructional process by helping the
teacher to drill, review, teach, or test students. This type of
assistance is known as Computer-Assisted Instruction.

Let us look at how computers can be used in the classroom.

Learning About Computers

A large proportion of schools in Canada and the United States offer
instruction in at least one of the following categories: computer literacy,
computer scitince, and data processing.

The goal of computer literacy is to give all students' basic information
about the computer and how it affects their lives. Such information need not
constitute a separate course, but may be part A' the social studies,
mathematics, or business education programsv and, ma begin as early as the
junior high level. Topics such as the following could be discussed:
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-- a brief history of computers
how computers work
the capabilities and limitations of computers
how computers are involved in our lives
the misuse of computers.'

One of the best ways to learn about the computer is,fo write programs
for it. After learning a simple programming language such as BASIC, the
student can write a few simple problems and run them on the computer. If a
computer is not available, the student could experiment with a simulated
computer such as CARDIAC, a small cardboard computer developed by the
Bell Telephone Laboratory.

Computer science courses involve a more in-depth study, of the
computer and programming. The following is a list of suggested topics:

1. The components of a computer and their funifns.
2. The study, of algorithmic thinking and flowcharting.
3. The fundamentals of programming, ,litcltidig input, output,

branching and subprograms. The student learn both a
low-level language (either 'assembly or machine) and a high-level -
language such as FORTRAN, BASIC, or PL/1.

.b 4. Discussion of computer applications in such areas4S industry,
business 'data processing, transportation, communicationsp,science,
Medicine, and recreation:

5. Some understanding of Conipilers, assemblers, operating systems,
monitors and other kinds of software.

More and more .business, industrial and government organ ations are
using computers for data processing. A course in data processing would
generally be offered by- the school's vocational or business education
departments. Some topics which_could be included follow:

1. The study of unit record equipment (e.g. sorters, interpreters,
collectors, tabulators, etc.).

2. Components of the compUter and their functions.
s

3. An introduction to computer programming in. ,both a scientific
language (e.g. FORTRAN, PL/1) and a data processing language
(e.g. COBOL, RPG).

4. Computer applications to such business problems as payroll, etc.

The only equipment needed for the Computer literacy or computer
science courses is an interactive terminal or .a remote batch terminal. If the
latter is used, either a keypunch machine or OMR cards will be necessary. It
is preferable that whatever equipment is used be readily accessible to all
students. In addition to a terminal, data processing students would also
benefit from hands-on experience with unit record equipment.
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The Computer as an Aid in I truction

In this section, we will look at some ,oft e ways teachers and students
are using the, computer to facilitate learning. e will consider examples from
many subject areas to demonstrate the breadth of possible applications:

Thefe.are basically two ways in which students can use the computer
problem solving and simulation. In problem solving the student usually
writes his own computer. program, and in so doing gains a deeper
understanding of the algorithm upon which it is based. Alternatively, in
simulation he uses pre-written (or 'canned;) programs and only supplies. data
and observes the results. Obvi6usly the former use requires a. greater
knowledge of programming and takes more time. In choosing whether to
provide a canned -program or have the students write their own, the teacher
must decide whether studying the algorithm or studying the'results is the
main objective of the assignment.

At all times the temptation to use the computer...only for the sake of
using the computer must be avoided. The computer should not simply
duplicate what a teacher cam, do in a classroom or laboratory, but should
enhance with some additionaftdiimension. It should not be used solely for
jobs' which, could be done juseas, easily by a desk calculator, there is the
danger of having the cpputer looked upon merely as a_tiant calculator'.

( Problem Solving

Perhaps the simplest way of using the computer for probleth solving is
as a calculator. The computer car; allow the class to look at more releiant,
realistic problems by itself) performing those time-consuming, error-prone
calculations between the ettirig up of a problem and the arrival at its
answer.

Let us first examine the subject of mathematics which best lends itself
to computational aid. Can youremember having to find the roots of a
quadratic using the quadratic formula? Computations could become quite
tedious unless 'rigged' equations were selected. Although.the most important
step in the solution was the correct application of the quadratic formula, \
most of the time taken in arriving at the answer occurred after this step.
Since performing the palculations does not enhance the understanding of the
quadratic formula, weVould have the computer do this work for us.

By having the computer evaluate a function closer and closer to a
chosen point, the concept/ of 'limit' could be made much more concrete and
meaningful to the student. The fact. that this would require numerous,
difficult calculations is no deterrent to the Computer.

Physical sciences, such as chemistry and physics can also benefit from
the computational powers of the computer. For example, after performing
experiments in the lab, students may have the computer analyze their data
for them rather than doing it by hand.

. When using the computer as a calculator' we relegate to it most of the
tedious calculation& *lather reason for using the computer for problem
solving is to :einforcev concept understanding. The student must make a
step-by-step logical analysis of the problem. In so doing, he acquires a deeper
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understanding of the nature of the algorithm, its power, and any potential
difficulties. The writing of a computer program to iolve a problem is more
beneficial than working through two or three 'messy' examples by hand.

We could look at the process of programming as 'teaching' the
computer how to solve the problem. As an example, suppose our problem is
to find the average of an arbitrary number of integers. The first step is to
decide how to attack the problem in this case, we add all the integers and
then divide by the number of integers. We next design's'. flowchart to help us
conceptualize the problem. This process eliminates many errors and false
assumptions and clarifies vague understanding. Our flowchart would look
something like the following:

FINDING THE AVERAGE OF NUMBERS

The hard part is over it only remains to translate the flowchart into,
computeinstructions and run the program.
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The process of algorithniic thinkingt very important in the sciences and
other subject areas, is reinforced by the writing of flowcharts and computer
programs;

' What are some of the, ways computer problem solving is being
incorporated into the curriculum? Again, the subject of mathematics stands.
out. It is generally the mathematics teacher who introduces students to the
compute*. One well-known -attempt to bring the computer into the
mathematics curriculum is the CAMP Project 12 (Computer Assisted
Mathematics Program), developed at the University of Minnesota. The CAMP

aseries, which covers grades 7 through 12, was initiated to acquaint students
with the problem-solving aspects of the computer in their regular school
work.. Thus, wherever the writing of a tcomputer program would improve
learning, the student is instructed to write one. Some of the topics which
receive computer attention (selected from the grade 8 course) include:
fractions, decimals, and percents; 'squares and squareoots; properties of thi
rational numbers; geometric concepts: pi, perimeter, area, volume, properties
of triangles, Pythogorean theorem, and soon.

An example' of *solving a standard problem by using the computer is
evaluating the area of a geometric figure or the area under a curve. To
calculate the area of a circle by computeri

i) we could set off a rectangle
which includes the area to, be
calculated. (Let us choose 1/4 of
the circle).

I

(1,1)

(0,1)

ii) have the ''computerputer generate
- many pairs of random numbers

whose co-ordinates are between
0 and 1. Count the number of
pairs which lie inside and outside,
the required figure,

iii) then the number of points inside
the figure, divided by the total
number of points tried, times the
area of the rectangle (which is 1
in this case), times. 4. (since we
have considered only 1/4 of the
circle), will approximate the
area.

Note that the more points we generate, the closer our approximation
will, be to the ,actual area. This method would be impossible without the use
of the computer, yet is probably more meaningful to ,the student than
applying the formula A,= zr r2. In fact, this approach not only reinforces the
areasoncept, but could be used to develop the formula in a more meaningful
way (by finding the areas of circles with different radii and comparing the
results).
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Qutside the area of mathematics, subjects such as genCral science,
chemistry, and physics may make use of computer problem solving
techniques. Such topics as the study of the interrelationship between
'Volume-temperature-pressure-of gases or iiass.-volume-density of solids could
be studied In detail by the 'computer. An inventive teacher and his students
can discorr virtually unlimited computer applicatio s in these fields of
study.

ildorder to solve roblems using the computer, the stud nt iitist have
some degree of ex r tike, in atlfiast one programming language. The type of
system the: ool emploY-Siould be either interactive or batch. If the: system
Is in rac e, the student will use an interactive language such as BASIC or
APL, tch, he will use a language such as FORTRAN or. PL/1.

Problem solving is the most widely used application of the computer in -

instruction. For one thing, relatively little terminal or computer time is
required once the teacher assigns a problem, the student analyzes it and
writes his pro_gram, using the computer only briefly to test and debug his
program. As was mentioned previously, more complex problems may be
attempted with the aid of the computer. Also, the student can try more
exam)es because of the speed of the computer in performing calculations.

Simulation
eThe use of 'computers for simulation is one of the most attractive

dpplications and one which is suited to a wide variety of subject are.In a
simulation, a model or representation of a real world phenomenon is ci;Wed,
and its_ characteristics may be explored by experimenting with.the model.
Generally, little knowledge of the somputer or how to .program it is
necessary the student is expected to supply and juggle variables and
observe the outcome. Applicationt range- trom generating each -like music
scores, to performing a complex chemistry'Siperiment, to landing a lunar
module. If the student is proficient in programming, he may, enjoy-creating
simulation programs of his own.

When shiiuld computer shnulations be emplo ed? Professor Ludwig
firauni3 of the Huntington Computer Project, has ggesigaSeveral criteria:

tef)'7
1. When facilities or equipment n to conduct an actual

experiment are costly or complex and, as a consequence, where
the experiment would probably not otherwise be performed (e.g.
complex chemistry experinients).
When the actual experiment is hazardous and might endanger then,
experimenter (e.g.. science experiments which involve radiation, .

high temperatures, explosive gases).

When time scaled' involved are either, too short to allow easy
measurement or too long to -fit intothe school year (e.g. biological .
studies in genetics, observing successive generations of a
particular species)

4. When the sample size available in the real -world is too small to
permit generalizations (e.g. the study of are diseases by medical
students).



When the . experiment technique is complex and must be
developed over an extefided period of time. .

When it is impossible . to experiment directly Ce.g, studies of
political, economic, and social` systems, human genetics).

..
.,:.

Where do simulation programs come from? To develop realistic,
accurate simulation programs, a team of system, engineers, computer

, scientists, and subject Matter specialists generally work together. Less
complex simulations may be created by individual teachers or students.

Let us consider some specific simulation programi in use today,
selected from a wide range of subject areas. ,

In the field of social studies, a simnlation piogram called BALPAY 14
linternation BA-Lance of PAYMents) has been developed for the REACT

.. (Relevant Educational Applications of Computer ,Technology). series.. In
BALPAY: the student _plays° the role of decision Maker for a hypothetical
countryy. He attempts to make economic decisions which Will give the
country a, healthy balanceof-payments ,position. The objective of the
program is :to gj.ve the student the chance to investigate personally the
relationships between policy decisions; and their ultimate effects on 'the
economy.'

a

. is to reinforce the concepts ,r,f 'Personal finance and auto ownership,The

..
,.

A scientific simulation in, widespread use is LMLANDID (developed-for
Project SOLO) which simulates a lunar landing. The lander has 30,000 units,
of fuel an& .starts its descent at 70 miles. The student, as the pilot of the
module, can fire hig thrust engines to brake his desc4nt. One unit of fuel is

. used for every 100 pounds of thrust- per second-. He must rand his craft.at
less than 30 feet per second to be considered successful. The program is
realistic in its simulation of gravitational .puff' on "the craft and thrust
produced by the engines.

.

WHEELS16 is a simulation developed by the TIES Project. Its purpose

student may specify the type et car he wishes to buy and how he plans' to
finance it.: He must worry about insurance, operating costs, and major .<
breakdowns. The computer simulates the amount of usage Of the car, major
repairs, accidents and unexpectedevents for each monticof operation. a

In the field of hioldgy, a program has been developed for the PLATO
IV system Which helps t'b teach the laws of inheritance: in ginetics.17 The

'computer siMulates for each student a stock of parent fruit flies it" some
normal; some with assorted" mutations. When the student requests that a
mating be made, within seconds the offspring are displayed on a device
attached to the computer. The student experiments with several generations
of fruit flies keeping in mind fill mutant characteristics are generally

, recessive and may ,show up in future generations. This type of experiment
would not be attempted in a normal biology ,class, yet with the aid of a
computer simulation, several generations may be examined in .a matter. of, .hours. ,. ,

A final example,'' in the area of ecology, is the POLUT18 program
developed for the Huntington II Project. POLUT 'Simulates the effects of
certain variables on the qualitrof.a water resource. The'studenttan vary any

e,following: .
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type of body of. water (large pond, large lake, slavy-moving or
fast-moving river).
water temperature.
type of waste released into the Water (industrial or sewage).

rate of dumping waste.
type of waste treatment.

After the student enters his variables, the computer will determine the
oxygen content and the waste content of the water for each day, until the
oxygen and waste contents remain constant. The student can select his
Output to appear in theforrn of a table or a graph or both.

This simulation allowS students to "investigate the effects of variable-s,
compare various pollution control strategies, examine hypothetical
situations; make and test hypotheses, and predict the implications Of certain
scientific- and economic decisions". POLUT should increase they student's
understanding of and insight into the ecological problem of water pollution.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

Individualizing instruction is. perhaps the most immediate concern of
educators at the present time. Modern computer technology can help
provide incliViklualized instruction for every Student. Let us refer to this
coMputer-aided tutorial approach° to teaching as Computer-Assisted
Instruction, or more simply CAI.

The majority of existing CAI programs,are in the areas of mathematics,
languages and the physical sciences. It appears that not every subject field or
in `fact every area in a field is -equally,,, suited_ to computer-issisted
instruction.1" The course designer must decide when learning experiences
could be brought about just as effectively and less expensively with alternate
teaching approaches. s

Let us examine the three types of CAI, namely drill and practice,
tutorial, and, dialogue. s

Dill and PraCtiee System

The drill .and practice type of instruction is the least complex of the
three to program. * 'The computer is used only .to supplement regular
classroom 'instruction, to drill and review students on previously taught

'material. Each student is guided through a completely individualized
program Of drill tailored to his particular ability and rate of progress.

Generally the student works sequentially through a program, answering
questions pdsed by the computer. A temporary detour may be caused.by an
incorrect response, but after clearing up the difficulty, the computer returns
to the main program flOW.

Let us look at a simple drill sequence selected-from an elementary
mathematics program on 'multiplication, 2p Each student response has been
underlined.'

s



4X 6 =?
24
GOOD

4X 9 =?
36

.CORRECT
- 4 X 7 ?

30 ..

WRONG, TRY AGAIN
4 X 7=?-
32.

WRONGLTRY ONE MORE TIME
4

4 X' 7 = ? G.

27

NO, ?,,C, 7 = 28

REMEMBER IsIOW 4 X 7 = 28
4 X 7 = ?
28
RIGHT
4 X 8 = ?
32

4 X 5 = ?
20

GOOD

CAREFUL NOW
4 X 7
28
VERY GOOD

Notice that the compyter recognizes and responds to student answers.
The student is immediately .told whether of not his anger is correct and
then, depending on his answer, he is either advanced to the next problem,
given a second chance to, answer correctly, or supplied with the correct
answer.

Frequently, a time limit is imposed on the student if he does not
respond within a fed length of time, the computer acts as though he had
answered incorrectly. - ,

The structure of a drill and practice program may be fairly complex if it
is made to handle remedial, branching, evaluation, and review. Stanford

0
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University, for example, offers a series of review units in elementary school
mathematics 21 which utilize computerized drill and practice. A
co6iputer-administered pretest determines the initial level of drill exercises
to be presented to each student. After each subsequent lesson in the unit,
the student's performance is evaluated and he is accordingly directed to a
lesson of greater, the same, or lesser difficulty. Therefore, several 'streams' of
varying.degrees of difficulty must be programmed into the instructional unit
so.that the computer can adjust to individual differences.

Let us look at some of the reasons why drill and practice CAI systems
are Coining acceptance:

, n

1. The student works at his own rate on problems specially selected
for his level of ability.

2. Since the student is thteracting with an impersonal machine, he is
more likely to try a questionable response. Fear of ridicule by his
peers Is eliminated."

3. The student's every response is immediately evaluated and
reinforced.

4. Drill
.

and practice systems generally provide for score-keeping, so
that information on a student's progress is readily available to the
student and to his teacher.

5. Aome drill and practice. rbutinet'offer the additional feature of
analyzing student responses. For example:22

WHAT IS 2 X 3?
5

LOOK CAREFUIJY AT THE OPERATION. TRY AGAIN.
5

REMEMBER YOU ARE BEING ASKED TO MULTIPLY,
NOT ADD. TRY AGAIN:

GOOD WQRK!

In this program, the computer was programmed to anticipate
reasonable errors and give the student hints, based on the nature of the error.

tutorial System
In a Autiorial system the computer, rather than the classroom teacher,

assumes primary responsibility for teaching new material. The interaction is
intendedto approximate that between a patient tutor and his student. The
teacher is no longer the sole vehicle of instruction he has time to
individualize his own instructional efforts.

Early tutorial systems6were of the linear type that is, every student
was forced to follow a fixed path through the programmed material with the
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c.

only variation being in his rate of progress. This methikl is poorly suited for
CAI since it does not take into account the computer's evaluation and
decision capabilities. A brunching type of program is more acceptable since it
provides one or more alternate routes to the same learning objective. The
path a student follows depends on is previous responses.

,Early CAI programs used qu stions of the multiple chbiee type. The
student did not. have complete fr om of response but chose'from among 3
to 5 pre-selected answers. The imitations of this approach led to the
development of programs which all w student-constructed responses.

An example of a tutorial program which allows student- constructed
responses is the following portion of an introductory physics course
develped at the University of Illinois for the OLATO IV sytem.23 Student
responses are underlined.

If the acceleration is constant, the average velocity TI
can be written as a simple function of the initialt0velocity Vi and the final velocity V. Write an expression:
involving Vi and Vf:

y (yt, Vi) / 2 no.

Your expression gives the wrong result. Press next to
see why....

Consider a car that speeds up (with constant acceleration)
from 60 to 80 fpp to pass a truck. What would you, say is
the average speed V during this passingsManeuver

V = 70 "ok fpS.-

Right but yOur formula gi -

(Vf VI) /2 = 10.0

So you,must re- write your expression.

If the acceleration is constant, the average velocity VP
can be written as a simple function of the initial
velocity Vi and the final velocity Vf. Write an expression
involving VI and

.

V = (Vf2 -`'Vi2) -/2 (Vf

Fine. A simpler form is (Vi + Vf) /2:

A remarkable feature of this program is the ability of the computer to
recognize the complicated expression as being correct and equivalent to the
given simplei one.

Not only written information can be presented in a CAI tutorial
system. With the aid of visual display devices, interactions such as the
following are also possible (taken from a PLATO IV geometry course24):
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a.

Draw a quadrilateral with only two lines of symmetry

God! Your figure has symmetry lines that do not go through
vertices.

b.

Now draw a quadrilateral with only two lines of
symmetry that go through vertices.

You drew that figure before. Are you trying to fool me?

c.

Now draw a qualrilateral with only two lines of
symmetry that go through vertices.

Very good!

Notice how the computer chooses an appropriate second problem (b)
depending on the first response (a). Note also that the computer is able to
classify the figures independent of size, shape or orientation.

Another feature which should be mentioned is the ability of the
computer to perform computations during the instructional sequence. The

-following example from a Simon Fraser University chemistry course25 will
illustrate this. `*****' precedes each student answer.

a
-
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Calculate the pH of a solution which has the following
concentration of H (+):
1.0 X 10**-6 (Notb: Youmay use CALC from, now on

again, hope you remember how!)
*****cidc log (1.0) + log (10** -6)

-6
*****.6

No, your sign is wrong, rememberthat pH = (H(÷)).
Okay, try again.
*****6

4-

Yes, that's good.

By typing the word-TALC' f011owed by the expression (1.0) + log
(10**-6), the student is temporarily removed from 'CAI mode'. The
expression,* evaluated by the; CALC prograth`and the anwer 4 is returned to
the student's terminal. After the compute; has printed the ahswer, the

' system is returned 'to the 'CAI mode' and is ready to receive input from
the student. Thus the student is able to work through fairly complicated
problems without 'becomMg bogged down performing lengthy calculations
byrhand. .

Dialogue System

At the third and most complex lever of computer-assisted instruction
are programs Which permit the computer to carry ona genuine dialogue with
the student. Such systems, which are still in the developmental stage, are
difficult to deiigli since student responses need not appear as simple right or
wrong answers. The computer must aCcepta student's response and, using
some criteria, determine whether it is satisfactory'. Also, student-initiated
inquiries or comments must be interpreted and dealtwith,satisfactorily. The
ultimate goal toward which researchers are -1StriVing is a dialogue system
where the computer Is able to recOgnize the student's spoken words and
respond audibly in turn.

In the following excerpt from a prograin'Called LIZA26 developed at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the computer interacts as a
psychotherapist might. AlthoUgh this program is not strictly
education-oriented, it is an excellent example of how a computer, can be
programmed to simulate a human conversation. The lines printed in capital

-letters represent computer responses.

Men are all.allIce.
IN WHAT WAY
They're always bugging us about something or other.
CAN YOU THINK OF A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE
Well, my boyfriend made me come here.
YOUR BOYFRIEND l'AADE YOU COME HERE
He says I'm depressed much of the time. .

-88-
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I AM SORRY TO HEAR YOU ARE DEPRESSED
Wsitrue, Lam unhappy.
DO XOU THINK COMING HERE WILL HELP YOU NOT /TO BE
UNHAPPY
I need some help, that much seems certain.

e

ni/

WHAkWOULD IT MEAN TO YOU IF YOU GOT SOME HELP
Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother.
TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FAMILY
My mother takes care of me.
WHO ELSE IN YOUR FAMILY TAKES CARE OF YO
My father.
YOUR FATHER
You are like my father in some ways.
WHAT RESEMBLANCE DO YOU SEE
You are riot very aggressive but I think you don't
want me to notice that.
WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I'AM NOT VERY AG RESSIVE
You don't argiie with me.
WHY DO YOU THINK I DON'T ARGUE WITH Y U
You are afraid of me.
DOES IT PLEASE YOU TO BELIEVE, I AM,AFRAID OF YOU
My father is afraid of everybody.
WHAT ELSE COMES TO MIND WHEN YOUTHINK OF
YOUR FATHER r .
Bullies.
DOES THAT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WI'TI1 THE FACT THAT
YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME HER

Although this program dges not allow compleie freedom of interaction
between computer and student, it obviously provides for more than is
possible with the tutorial method. One must keepiiin mind that this dialogue
(or Socratic, as it is sometimes called) type of CAI is in its early stages and
that the next few years should see some &treat improvements in the
human-like quality of the interaction.

Some characteristics of ordinary dialogue winch designers would like*to
incorporate into a computer'dialogue system arei;27

1. The computer can take into account ot only the current question
but also the previous portions of the onversations.

J

2. The user has the freedom of making any response, even if it is
lirreevant.

I

I,
1

1

,, ,
The computer itself always responda with somethilig rel vant.

. The computer can decide whether lto delay informatio requested
by the student. 1



5. Computer answers may be based on complex computations.
6. Verbal interactions should take place incommon English.
7. Questions or interactions are permissillle by the computer or the

student at any time.
8. Non-verbal exchanges can include tables, graphs, pictures and

sound. ,
CAI Hardware

CompUter:assisted instruction is generally administered to several
students simultaneously via terminals connected to a large time- shared
computer. Although, the computer is not physically capable of serving more
than one terminal at any given, instant, it can keep many busy while gbiing
each student the impression that he alone is interacting with the computer.
This illusion is accomplished by having the computer allow only 'short
segments of time to all the active terminals in turn. Because of the rapid
speed of the computer, it can' check, a student's response, of initiate the
presentation of new material during one of these. 'time-slices'.

There are a number of interactive terminal devices which could be
adopted for CAI use. Unfortunately, most were not designed for students
and have specific limitations.

In choosing a good CAI terminal one should keep in mind the following
requirements:

The terminal should be easy for students to operate.
2. It should respond quickly and not keep the students Wining.
3. Its alphabetic and graphic display capabilities should suit. the

material to be presented.

4 It should not be subject to frequent breakdowns.

The National Research Council of Canada has prepared specifications
for the design of CAT-terminals and hirelaveloped a number of experimental-
rnodels,,28

The most commonly used CAI terminals are the typewriter terminal
and the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display,. The typeyrriter terminal, which is
similar in appearance to an ordinary electric . typewriter, is -capable of
displaying printed text. If a large amount of text is to be typed out at a
terminal by the computer, an unsatbfactory length of time may be required.
The CRT, which resembles a small television screen, is capable of displaying
information much more quickly although no paper copy is produced.
Generally, a keyboard is attached to the' CRT to , allow students to
communicate 'with the computer. Another device which the student might
use for this purpose is a light pen. The student need only touch the
appropriate area on the CRT screen with the yen and his response will be
recorded. This feature makes computer instruction possible even for very
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young Children. The CRT can dispaly not only printed text but also tables,
graphs and diagrams. Brame CRT's are silent in operation, they may be
installed directly in the classroom; whereas the installation of the noisier
typewriter terminals would require a more specialized arrangement A
student instructional station may also include' * computer-controlled slide
projector and an audio unit complete with earphones so that the computer
can actually 'speak' to the student.

Learning by ear, beginning with early childhood, is important and
fundamental. However, experiments with audio devic4s are only in the
developmental stages. In developing an audio unit the following standards
should be met: 04,

1. The speech should be of high quality and intelligibility.
2. Large quantities of possible messages must be available so that a

message can be selected on the basis of the student's response.
3. Fast access to the messages is neede)t, in order not to delay the

pace of the teaching. .

The development of devices which recognize the human voice as input
to the computer is still in the future.

CAI Software

An instructional program is composed of a series of frames each
frame consists of a teaching statement and some request for response from
the student. The computer must be instructed to wait while the student is
allowed time to respond. Regulatory and branching instructions, including
the above 'wait' instruction, must be enkcIded directly into the
programmed instructional sequence. These special instructions, which should

invisible 'to the student, are part of the CAI authoring languages which the
course- since uses to Write instructional programs. Authoring languages
may be spec designed for CAI course writing (e.g. IBM's,Coursewriter or
CDC's Tu r) or m imply be multi-purpose interactive lariguages (e.g.
APL). The language used m facilitate the rapid handling of large amounts
of instructional material.

The author must also provide for r branching. That is, he must tell
the computer how to handle any student res e. How this is accomplished
depends on the specific authoringlanguage.

Finally, the completed CAI program must be tes on a number of
students since it is impossible for the designer to anticip to all student
reactions to materials which have been developed.

There has been much controversy over who should design CAI
programs. Soine belief& that program development should be in the hands of
indivialtd1 teachers, while others maintain that teams consisting of experts in
the subject field, psychologists, and experienced CAI programmers are
necessary. Botht'apProaches are presently being studied the PLATO IV
system and the TICCIT system described in the following section are
examples of the respective approaches.
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Some Current CAI Programs

Probably the most advanced and widely publiciied experiment in CAI
is the PLATO IV project 29 at the University of Illinois. PLATO
.(Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations) was begun in
1960, with a single interactive terminal. The system presently supports 250
terminals located in schools and colleges in, the Chicago area Eventually
4,000 terminals will be included.'

The most innovative feature of the PLATO system is the plasma display
panel developed at the University. The plasma panel offers all of the
capabilities of a CRT screen, but is very compact, has little or no flicker, and.
can be' c9nnected to 'low grade telephone lines. Computer controlled
auxiliary equipment such as audio. systems, touch panels, film projectors,
and tape recorders, may be added to the PLATO IV terminal: Designers
predict that the total cost .of the PLATO system, including costs of the
computer, communication lines, terminal equipment, and instructional
material development, will be between 500 and 75¢ per student hour per
terminal. ,

CAI prcigrams are written in TUTOR, a powerful authoring language
which can be used by teachers with little knowledge of computers. In fact, it
is the individual, classroom teachers who have devekped the many
instructional programs now on the PLATO system. Programs exist in such
diverse areag as Biology, Chemistry, 'Computer Science, English, Foreign
Languages, Geography, Mathematics, Music; and Physics. Lesson material
can easily be revised by the teacher if he wishes.

Another system which has .received much attention is the TICCIT
{Time-shared Interactive Computer-Controlled Information Television)
system,31 developed by the Mitre Corporation. Unlike the PLATO system
which depends on one large computer, TICCIT is built around two
minicomputers. Interactive CAI terminals may be connected either directly
to the system or remotely over cable television channels less expensive
than the traditional telephone line transmission. Each terminal, consists of a
colour television receiver, headphones, and a keyboard.

In contrast to the PLATO system, instructional programs for the
TICCIT system are designed by teams of technical and educational
specialists. It is estimated that with the present 128 terminals in the TICCIT
systen4 the cost per student per hour should be about 35c;

Having looked at the two most outstanding computer-assisted
instruction projects in the United States, let us look briefly at some projects
under way in Canada.

Simon Fraser University31 has been experimenting with CAI since
1969 when their Computer Centre implemented IBM's authoring -langtrage, '
Coursewriter III. In the same year, several interactive terminali were placed
in two British Columbia schools, with the bulk of CAI programs being
written in the field of science. However, most of the developmental work has
been done at the university level in introductory chemistry. Generally, a
lecturer and an experienced CAI programmer combine efforts..to produce the
instructional programs. Other CAI programs developed at Simon Fraser are
in the subject areas of Physics, Mathematics, Biology, and Sconomics.
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The Computer Applications department of the Ontario Institute for
Studies in- Education (OISE),32 has been working for several years on a CAI
remedial mathematics program for students with deficient mathematical
skills entering colleges of applied arts and technology in Ontario. At present,
about 600 students are participating in the computer-assisted course. The
institute has also designed CAI courses in second language instruction and in
high school physics.

For over five years, the Division of Fueitional Research Services at the
University of Alberta (Edmonton)33 has been carrying out research in CAI
on, their IBM 1500. They have developed a number of instructional
programs, including APL for statistics labs, introduction to Coursewriter
programining for teachers, pharmacology, nursing, mathematics, physics,
fundanientals of data processin,gAncl introduction to special education. The,
Faculty of Medicine is presently the largest user of the system for course
work, particularly in th4 field of cardiology.

At present, .a limited amount of experimentation with APL has been
done in Edmonton, public schools. Elementary students- have successfully
used drill exercises, while junior and senior high students have learned APL
and used it for exploring mathematics.

The Quebec Department of Education34 has also been experimenting
with computer - assist instruction. They have recently completed a three
year project on CAI,asing an IBM 1500 educational system. Programs were
developed for selected topics in French, mathematics, data processing,
geography, and computer languages.

Some Problems with CAI

1. The greatest drawback to- widespread l acceptance is the Cost
terminal cost, computer cost, communications cost, and program
development cost. The first two are at present quite high but
technological advances are resulting in cheaper and better hardware.
Transmission costs, too, should decrease lowered costs have been
observed in both the PLATO and TICCIT projects where CAI programs
are transmitted over television channels rather than the usual telephone
lines. Perhaps the largest cost and the one least likely to be reduced
'with modern technology is the development of instructional programs.
The amount of time required to produce even a very shirt sequence is
prohibitive. It is estimated that between 20 and 100 man-hours are
required to produce one hour of tutorial CAI.35

. There is still an acute shortage of high quality CAI course material. In
fact, the 'programs that do exist generally cannot be used on systems
other than the type on which they were developed. The shortage is ,also
a result of a lack of ,professional and educational incentives, a lack of
established prodwtion methods and procedures, and the vagueness' of
market prospects once programs are completed.
Teachers may resist CAI .if they see it as a threat to their jobs or to
traditional teaching methods, or if it requires considerable retraining. In
order for CAI to be widely accepted teachers must° find their new role
attractive.
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4. The relationship betieen student and computer lacks personal, human
qualities such as the ability to listen to a student's voice, to observe his
bewilderment, or to sympathize with his problems.

5: A number of educatots are not convinced of the effectiveness of CAyis
an instructional technique. As published reports on the effectivenestl f
present CAI systems become more widespread, this skepticism slui
decrease.

Some Praises of CAI
.1. Computers make it possible to offer individualized instruction to a large

number of students simultaneously. Consequently the student may
work much more nearly at his own pace than in a regular classroom.

2. Much of the teacher's routine classroom work such as drilling,
reviewing, andfresenting straightforward material can be transferred to
the computer.

3. Once an. instructional program has been developed' it can be used by
many students and for many years.

4. Computers can continuously record and provide information on the
achievement and %prowess of any student proceeding through a CAI
course.

5. Since each student works individually, he feels free to make mistakes
without fear of public embarassment.

1.

6. Correcting mistakes and misconceptions immediately after a. kiudent
has made them reinforces and improves a student's learning process.

7. The computer is impartial and consistent it has nolavourites. It never
becomes impatient with a student's lack ofprogress.

Computer Managed InstruCtion

Many educators have been concerned that our school system is
increasingly impersonal santhat instruction is decreasing in .effectiveness.
Thjy attribute this to incr sing class sizes, to teaching for 'averse; students
at the expense of extreme,at either extrem and to a lack of contO betWeen
teadhers and students. One reason for this is.that teachers simply do not have
enough time to handle .the clerical work involved in classroom management .

and at the same time plan individualized learning programs for their.
students. Many educators now look to the computer for assistance. The
computer has long since proven Jo- be ,excellent at clerical tasks such as
collecting, storing, retrieving, computing, and reporting. These functions find
frequent use in the educational setting. The computer can help the teacher
by storing test lie-sults, attendance, and permanent student records. It may
also help him by analyzing the progress of each student and by coltinuously
individualizing his instructional materials and assignments. Those asks which
the teacher can best do, such as introducing and discussing new concepts,
explaining subtle points, and responding to student questions, he should
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continue to do. The routine clerical taiks'which the computer cinbest do,it
should be reqiired to do. Thus, in no way can the computer bethought of as
replacing the teacher it is simply a tool which allows the teacher to spend
more time with individual students.

In CAI actual course materials were stored in the computer and the
studefit interacted directly with the computer. In cOntxast;in leComputer
Managed .Instruction system (abbreviated to CMI), the computeasaists the
teacher with those activities which are involved in managing instruction,
but it does not actiudly do any teaching itself.' The compute* basically
Performs two functions in a CMI system -,-- it monitors the student's
individual progress; it assists in planning-his individualized program. Cooley
and Glaser describe the'goal of a CMI system as follows: ,

The primary furidtion of the computer in a CMI system ;ismake
pos§ible more complicated 'decision processes than world be
possible, without the computer and to do 'this on a continuous
basit. Automation cannot be justified if the, computer is . used

. simply Ao keep records. Clerks tend to be cheaper record keeperi -

than cmputers.- In an individualized system, the teacifer
continuously needs ". informjtion and assistancence ,walling

. instructional decisions.36

There are typically four activities which may be,rnanaged, by it. ClVII
system. These are test scoring, diagnosing, prescribing, and reporting, Let 1.5
look at hOw a CMI system handles these processes. -

.Each course under-computer management is divided into segments. or.
instructional units. At the beginning~ of each unit,, the student as gjyen a
pretest which May be administered by either the teacher or the computer.
In some CMI systems, a collection of test, questions may be stored in the
computer. Theteacher May then compose his own tests fro& this collection
and even halm the computer print out enough copies for each of his student&
If the tests are to be marked by the computer, the student's answers should
be either. on 0M1t, (optical mark reader) cards, or on special answer sheets
which can be processed by the computer. The purpose of the pre-test is to
determine the student's initial status and direct him to a specific,Iearning-
taskoThe computer may assign 'earning tasks automatically by exaqiining
,test acores(this process is called prescription), ot fuil automation is not
detireci, the computer can supply the ,test results in the form of a printed
report to the teacher (diagnoiis). In'Afis case, the tepott:Wouki become only
one of a number of source*usedb '3i the teacher-to'prescribe bailing tasks
for the student: In the end, actual subject material may be presented through
regular classrobin initniction, reading assignments, programmed texts, taped
lectures °Leven CAlprograms., t.

Throughout the unit the student may be required to *ritealiagriostiC or
progress -tests to determine whether he is prOgressin risfactorily. These
again could be processed:by:the .ebmputer. When a stuck has completed
th! assigned tasks; he post-test covering thenit. T e Ma" to reach
aceeptable'perforrnanst, heinay be assigned remedial ma al.
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'Alter, the, completion of each test, the teacher would receive several
repoils. One list the name of each student, the unit of instruction, the
objective, and the score for each objectiye in the unit. With this information,
the teacher tan study the pattern of,accomplishment of each of his stUdents
and determine which of them rewire additional help. Another report might
indicate him. ,maily students are 'achieving satisfactorily in each of the
,,objectives fora the unit. The teacher can use this information to detect
common strengths. and` weaknesses dm his'class and adjust the instruction

,!accordingly. The, teacber..might, request statistical infOrmation such as
percentage scores, means, iiiedians;"modes, distribution,grade point averages,
and percentilelankg to be calculated and printed out by the computer.

The basic Pattern of Pre-test, diagnoaiS, prescription, post,test and
reporting would be repeated'for each unit in the course.

not
systems37 ale similar to what we have described above. Some

n. do ot have all of the above- mentioned :features; others have, incorporated
padditional capabilitieS: Besides providing the basic CMI services described
above,,PrOject PLAN (Program for Learning in Accordance withNeeds) of
the Westinghouse Le*ning Corporaticin plans a study program-for each
student and also provides. career guidance:CAI is being incorporated as a
method ,of instruction at the University of ~Pittsburgh by IPI /MIS.
`(Individually Prescribed Instruction /Management Information System).
AIM'S (Automated Instructional'Mariagement SYStem.), developed at the New.
York Institute of Technology, includes evaluation of student progress,
prescription, and empirical validation, and optimization of instruction. At the
University of Alberta in Edmonton a CMI system known as TAIM
(Teacher-Authored-Instruction Manager) 38 TAIM stores
teacher-prepared lessons, tests, and 'decision algo hms; retrieves specific
lt.tlsons and tests for individual students according to their 'needs;
automatically .scores multiple choice and numerical answer tests; permits
rapid retrieval-of specific information such as test scores; and alluVvs easy ..
inodifiCat:ions,of lessons, testst and decision algorithms. -

CMI is gaining in popularity for a number of reasons. The cost of a CMI
sytte is low,; compared to a CAI sytem, since, CMI requires only bAch
proce ng.,The student need not be on-line to the computer. Immediate -

,,respon is not essential in a CMI system as long as results are obtfined
within few hours after the datals submitted. Compared to CAI, CMI does
not requ much computer storage since lessons are generally not stored in
the corn r. In a CMI system, the ooniputer acts as° a servant to the,
teacher, perforraing chores which the teacher does not have time to do. With
this type of assistance, the teacher-has more time to work personally with his

4. students.

GUidance Information Systeins

Because the Computer is 'capable of storing and quibkly retrieving vast
quantities of dat, it can be used by the guidance counsellor to great

,-,---Nadvantage: It is especially helpful In the area of career guidance, where the
counsellor wouldi like to have information on thousands of careers and
post-secondary educational institutions At his fingertips. A number of career
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guidance :systems are now in. .operation, notably MS (Computerized ,

Vocational Information SystemY in Illinois, Project PLAN in calife.ornia,
ECES (Educational and Career Exploration System) in Michigan," and
SGIS (Student Guidance Information Service) in Ontario.40

The simplest computerized guidance information systems require that . `.

students send their requests and personal data to a computer centre remote. 'from the school. The student could request a list of colleges, occupations,
information on financial aid. The list would be selected by the computer on .

the basis of student-supplied infopnation such as his sprefererices, grades,
financial situation, and so on Requests from many stUdenti are processed in
a batCh and results are.usually returned 'Iv mail to the student There can be
a considerable delay froM the time the student submits his request to when
he receives his reply. °

Ler us look at Ontario's SGIS which has only been in operationisince
February, 19721 At preient, some 65,000 students in 75 Ontario secondary
schools are using -the SGIS. service. The system, presently contains ,

information' on 7,000 occupations and 200 educational institutions: There
are four. areas In which students may receive information: careers,
educational institutions, career educational requirements, courses and
programs. Each student is initially given a master list of institutions and
careers NO a supply of OMR fOptical. mark reader) cards. Students encode
on thesevcards their specific requests and the cards- are sent away to be
processed. The 'information generated by the computer consists of a
description of careers or institutions selected by the computer on the basis
of the student's requests. Since, the information is processed off-line, the
student must wait from 3 to 6 days for his output.

'This type of system has at least two drawbacks. One is the time delay
involved. The other is the rigidity of the system. The student is not able to

. interact- with the computer, change his mind, alter the course of the output
without submitting a new OMR card. If a student is undecided as to the

career he should pursue or the institution he should attend, he needs a more
flexible system at his disposal. one which alio s students to communicate
viainteractive terminals with the computer. Su a system is being piloted in
several schools in the province of Ontario in 1973. The student enters his
requests using a CRT terminal: He can acti y control the presentation of

, information during his session at the terminal.
Neither of the above systems stores information about the student,

either. personalized data or previous interaction with the system, for future
reference. Some systems 'possess this additional feature. They maximize the
computer's ability to relate student's grades, interests, and abilities to his ,

exploration- of vocational and educational opportunities. The system may be
designed to point out discrepancies 'in the student's planning, to reviewthe
student's record with him, and to review his last use of the system. Let us
look at part of a sample dialogue from Projedt CVIS41 at Willowbrook High
School in Villa Park, Illinois which illatrates many of these features:

.

COMPUTER: Hi, Bill Brown. That is your name, isn't it
STUDENT: ires.
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COMPUTER: The last time you were here, you were exploring
occupations in the category of science that require
community college training. What would you like
to do today? Your wish is my command.
I. Continue, exploration of this list of occupations.
2. Make new decisions about training.
3, Make new decisions about area of interest.

STUDENT: 3.
COMPUTER:. Please choose one of the following (displays list of

eight categories of interest),
STUDENT: Technology.
COMPUTER: You showed significant interest in this field on the

last interest inventory you took.

A computerized guidance system can never replace the guidance
counsellor. The counsellor is still needed to discuss individual decisions with
students. The computer helps with the information-collecting and sortingstage previous to.actual career decision milking.

Conclusion

The intent of this report has been to make 4t possible for educators tolearn more about how computers can be used in education.
The first part -. How Computers Work showed that despite its

complex technology the computer is based, on simple'principles. Two mainareas of computer use were then described 7 administrative and
instructional. Most.adniinistrative applications of electronic data processingcharacteristically use the computer to greatly reduce routine clerical tasksand increase the efficiency of operations. The sophisticated management
information system helps school aaministrators in all phases of planning anddecision making.

. Instructional uses of computers have progressed beyond the
experimental stage. ,,Computer problem, solving and simulation are now
well-established' in 'Ibbusands of North American schools and colleges.
Computer-assisted ,inStruction has been shown to be a good way of
individualizing learning. Pact= which inhibit its widespreadacceptance arenot so much technological as psychological and economic.

As computers become smaller, more powerful, and less expensive, they
will play an increasingly important role in education. A population ofteachers and administrators who are well-informed about computers is thebest assurance that computers will be used efficiently and effectively ineducation. .

This report is .commended to all those who seek to learn aboutComputers in g(lucation.
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Glossary
\

access time the time needed to locafR and retrieve data from a computer
memory device.

accumulator a special location in the arithmetic/logic unit used for
arithmetic operations.

4

address a unique label or number used to denote a particular word in a
computer's memory.

algorithm a step:by-step procedure fbr finding the soluipn to a problem.
APL -- A Programming Language an interactive programming language

useafor problem solving *developed by IBM Corp.
arithmetic/logic unit. the part of a computer which performs arithmetic

and logical operations.
`assembler a program that translates assembly 1 age programs into .

machine language.
assembly language a low level computer language ich permits machine

instructions to be written in symbolic form.
,audio) response unit an output device whjch conystrt cts vocal responses:

from a pre-recorded vocabulary.
authoring language a special language used for writing computer assisted

instruction progfams.
. automatic data prOcessing the use of electronic or mechanical devices to

process data.'
auxiliary storage storage which is used in addition to the main storage of a

computer erg. magnetic tape, disk, or drum.
BASIC Beginner's All-Purpose° Symbolic Instruction Code an

easily-learned interactive., programming language which uses simple
English commands. It was developed at Dartmouth College.

batch processing a technique -in which a group of programs to be run are
submitted together and processed automatically one after another by'
the computer. .

binary digit (6it) -- either a 0 or a, a digit in -the binary system. All
information inside the computer is regiesented in terms of bits.

bug a mistake in a computer program; removed by "de-bugging".
card reader -- an input device which senses' coded information on cards and

stores it in the computer.
card punch,. an output device which stores information on cards by

punch' holes in them.
cathode Ta31 tube (CRT,), 7-- a television-like screen or display often used as an

input /output device for a comPuter:
,

xentral processing unit (CPU) the portion of the computer that interprets
and carries out the instructions in the computer's" memory. It consists
.of the arithmetic/logic unit, contkol unit, and mairistorage unit.
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°

.

COBOL .---COmmon Business-Oriented, Language a. coMptOer:language
intended for business use. .". '

-4, , ,

compiler -- a : prOg;rain which translates proirams, written' in a high level-
, ' language intoa machine level language.

computer ,-7 -, An electronic ,whicli processes hifarmation under the
control of a stored pr am. . ,' ° t' 7.

..c, ,

... - .

computer - assisted instruction' -- Inethod,:ef using a diatnputer system to
present individualized instructional niaterial.. i . ..--

aim, '
4 computer literacy --- a course whose aim is to, provide all- irith,a

general knowledge ofthe cintputer and its role in their lives. °-,.'

computer inanage instruction:. -using the computer to assist the teacher in

,
the manag,ivent of individualized instruction.

coMPuter. science the Study of computers and their languages'.
. acontror;unit the POrtkon of -the central procegsing unit vihich intetprets

and executes the instructions in proper sequence and controls the -
function of all Other-units in accordance with the instructions. 2/,

. , _
cu storage ' the Most common type, of. main storage,, It represents

) infOnnatiim, by means gOf tiny dOughnutshap,ed
°

cores of magnetic
material. '. - . .,',.

-,, ,
data preparation the process of converting ' information/ frOm' human-readable form to machine-readable form.

dt

data processing
J.* the manipulation of , data according to precise rules of

procedure to produce information.
2. the idy of the use of computerg in business.

debugging the process ofklocating and correcting -mistakes in Adcomputerr
program.

dialogue system the most sophisticated type of compute-assisted
instruction. Itl.permits the ,stlident and the computer to carly, On an
extensive dialogue about the subject matter.

direct access a storage anethod in which, access to_ next positian from
which informaticiOs to be obtained is in no 'way dependent on the

, poiition from whiWinformation was previously-obtained.
documentation a set of notes accompanying 'a computer program which .

describe its purpose, details of the algorithm used, samples of the input
and output, and coiaplete)nstructions on the use of the prdgram.

.
drill and practice- system 74 least . complex form .of computer-assisted

instruction. It is used-to drill and,review students on previously taught
material.

electzionic data processing EDP data processing -carried out by a
computer, especially in the area of business.
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`execution phase second phase in run
; machine language instructions are

computer.
flowchart graphical representation of

The preparation- of a. flowchart is
computer program.

FORTRAN -- FORmula TRANslation

fling a program, during which the
executed one at a time by the

the steps used to solve a problem.
usually the first step in writing a

a programming language designed
primarily for scientific and mathematical uses.

hardware -- the physical equipnient and electronic circuitry making up a
computer.

high level language a computer language with a Well defined grammar,
vocabulary, and punctuation which is convenient to use in writing
programs. It must first be translated into Macliine language by a
program called a compiler before it can be executed by the computer,
Each statement in the WI level laiguage expanded into several
machine level instructions, . y

input -- transfer of information from an external medium such as paper,
cards, or tape into the main storage of the comptiter.

r integrated data base the complete set of computerized files used by a
management information system. Cross references are established
between all t se files to minimize :duplication and facilitate retrieval of
information,

keypunch. a m hine which encodei information on cards by punching
holes in them,

light pen a photo-electric pen used for pointing at or drawing on a CRT
display. °-

line,printe device which prints ;CompuW1r output on standard computer
paper,. - .

low level language either a machine language or assembly language.
machine language set of numeric instructions which can be directly

interpreted by 'the circuitry of the computer.
magnetic disk a disk coated with magnetic material uppn which

information may be stored as a series of -magnetized spots; can use
direct or-sequential access.

magnetic drum a cylinder coated with magnetic material upon which
,information may be stored as a series of maghetized spots; can use
direct or sequential access.

magnetic +ape . a tape coated with magneiic material upon whiCh
information may be 'stored as a series of magnetized spots; uses
sequential access only

main storage the part of the central processing unit where program
instructions and data aye stored.



management informaAion system a computerized system for .providing
Management with adequate,/ accurate, and timely information for
detision making.

master file a file of information which changes relatively, infrequently.
memory see storage.'
microsecond one millionth of a second.
millisecond one thousandth of a second.
mnemonic san abbreviation or letter combination that is easy to remember,6'

used in assembly language programming.
nanosecond one billionth of a second. .

object program the machine lariguage program produced by a compiler
from the original source program in a high level language.

off-line not under the control'of the central processing unit.
OMR, card "(optical mark reader card)-- a special type of card upon which

information can he encoded as pencil darks instead of punched holes.
- It can be read by. a modified card reader.

. on-line under-the direct control pf the central processing unit.
operand thi part of a machine language instruction which specifies a

location in, main storage to be used in the operation.

operation code the part of a machine language instruction specifying
which operation is to be performed.

a

output transfer of information from the main storage of the computer to
an external medium such as paper or a CRT display. .

PL/1 Programming Language One a programming language suited to
both scientific and business applications.

program --- a sequence of instructions which directs a computer to solve a
particular type of problem.

random access see direct access.

read to accept or copy information froth an input device into a computer. -

read/write head a small electromagnetic unit used for reading, recording;.
or erasing magnetized spots on a magnetic tape, disk, or &tint

record a group of related data' items.

remote device -- input/output unit or other piece of equipment which is
removed from the computer centre but connected by a communication
line.

sequential access a storage method in which the stored items of
information become Tavailible only in a one after the other sequence . ..
whether or not all the information or only some of it is desired:

simulation the use of a mathematical Made to explore the characteristics
of a real-world phenomenon. ,
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softwite the collection of torograms such as tompilers, assemblers, etc., 0

. supplied bitc. the manufacturer to make the computer function

information can be copied,of the compute into which

of Actively; as opposed to hardware. °

urce program a program written in other than machine language which..
must be translated by the computer into machine language before use.

rage -= the part
which will hold this information, and from which the information can
be obtained for use at a later time.

terminal a device by which data may.enter or leavehe computer system,
eg..typewriter terminal,-CRT terminal.

time sharing a technique by which a computer can service many users
simultaneously.. The users' terminals can be located at any distance,
from the computer.

time slice the small amount of time given eachuser's program in turn in a
timesharing system.

transaction file transactions accuniulated as a batch ready for processing
- against the master file.

°translation phase first phase of running a program during which the
statements in the high level language are translated into .machine

. language. . '
d . ,

translator 'a program Which translates instructions from the programming
language in which they are written into a machine level language which
can be interpreted directly by ,the computer. Two classes of translators
are assemblers and compilers.

tutorial system the type of computer-assisted instruction where the
s

computer assumes primary responsibility for teachingnew material.,
word a set of bits which occupies one storage location and is manipulated

as a unit by the computer.

write to copy information from a computer to an output device.
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